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Students gearing up
for moon buggy race
•Annual NASA competition
scheduled for April 4-5 at the
Marshall Space Flight Center
STAFF REPORT
City and county high school
students are busy working to
finalize their entries in NASA's
15th annual Great Moonbuggy
Race, set for April 4-5 in
Huntsville, Ala. The event is
organized by NASA's Marshall
Flight
Center
in
Space
Huntsville.
Each year around this time.
John Tripp, a construction foreman at the center, walks across a
lunar surface, pondering the
challenges ahead for explorers
brave enough to take on its
cratered terrain. His "moon" is a
winding ribbon of cement footpaths looped around the famed
U.S. Space and Rocket Center.
Prior to the event, a half-mile
of the paths will be transformed
into a harsh lunar landscape that

will test the
engineering
savvy and
physical
endurance of
approxiniately 400 high school and college students on 68 teams.
Included among those participating in this year's race will be
teams from Calloway County
High School and Murray High
School.
Alex Thomas, a CCHS senior
is now in his fourth year of
working on the school's buggy.
"I saw some other students
working on it in welding and I
knew this was something I
wanted to do," he said, citing
several teachers who have
helped him to learn more about
the moonbuggy and welding.

Thomas and junior Justin
Higgins have been working on
the CCHS buggy almost daily
since early November, according to Jeff Slaton, CCHS
instructor.
"We've been working to make
it cleaner and sleeker," Thomas
noted.
Slaton reported that the design
work on the buggy is finished
and students are tying up loose
ends that will hopefully make it
more efficient.
Higgins said they were snaking improvements that would
lower the center of gravity and
upgrade the steering system by
utilizing an hydraulic steering
unit. "Our only limitations
appear to be the clearance and
the four-foot fit," he said.
Riding for CCHS will be
Higgins and Cassie Hendon.
Higgins said, "The upcoming
competition will be a great way
to see unique engineering done

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
Calloway County High School students Justin Higgins and Cassie Hendon look over the
CCHS moonbuggy they will ride in the upcoming competition.

MI See Page 2A

Lawmakers
OK haft*
as make
winds down

TOM BERRY Ledger & -Times
MUDDY MOVE: The Penny Community Store was removed
from its onginai location Wednesday morning by Ruggles
House Movers of Benton after being a community landmark
for nearly 10G years. The store was moved about 100 yards
away or: Poor Farm Road to County Magistrate Johnny
Gingles' property where it will be renovated, partially restored
and used as a community museum and center for Gingles'
pumpkin and Halloween-related business.

Character Counts to mark
youth awards at festival
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Character Counts of MurrayCalloway County will celebrate
its annual youth awards program a little belated this year by
joining hands with the Murray
in Motion Fitness Festival at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Linda Avery, president of
Character Counts, said the program is scheduled for Saturday,
April 12, from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m. Dozens of Murray-

,
41

Calloway County youngsters
will be honored with character
award: around 1:30 p.m.
"We're going to piggyback
with them thanks to their gracious offer to let us have a section there." Avery said. "We'll
have our own Character Counts
area. It will be sort of abbreviated. We won't have the entertainment we usually have, but we
will have booths teaching the

II See Page 2A
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By JOE OMSK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al')
--- Kentucky lawmakers
sent Coy. Steve Besheru a
proposed $19 billion spending plan Wednesday night,
despite opposition from
some colleagues over funding levels for education and
human services.
The proposal cleared both
the House and Senate
before
the
General
Assembly's self-imposed
midnight deadline Minutes
later they passed separate
legislation that will facilitate millions more in special
projects across the state.
"I don't believe that
we've done the best we can
do,"
said
House
Appropriations
and
Revenue chairman Harry
Moberly, who worked on
the negotiating team with
the Senate and voted against
the proposal. "If this is the
best we can do, that's
pathetic"
Proponents, however, said
the budget was the best
course for Kentucky at a
time when economic forecasters have protected a
grim $900 million revenue
shonfall during the next two
fiscal years beginning July
"We work for the people,
and the people shouldn't
have to just work for all of
us," Senate President David
Williams said.
The House voted 74-21

III See Page 2A

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger A rimes
Murray High School students Dylan Benningfield and Mana Speed practice their competitive
riding skills on the MHS rnoonbuggy

Dunn discusses budget with Faculty Senate
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Months of working and waiting have culminated into a
budget of nearly $19 billion for
the Commonwealth featuring a
budget cut of three percent to
state universities.
For uniaersity presidents, the
work now tums to crafting university budgets with a large
deficit.
"We'll have what they're
calling a three pen:ent deduction
to the state appropriations,"
Murray State University presi-

dent Dr. Randy fourth and final state appropriaDunn tion support payment in April.
"We looked at some over
addressed the
Faculty Senate budgeted lines, at some reserves
Tuesday. and swept those up to meet this
"Now that's in year's requirement of about $1.7
addition to the million." Dunn said. "We're not
three percent going to do that for 2008-2009
giveback so fiscal year: that will not be the
I'll call that a plan."
Dunn
six
percent
Despite grumbling among
lawmakers, the budget wat
(cut)."
The giveback was $1.7 mil- approved by a House vote of 74;
lion the university had to hand 21 late Wednesday night and
back over to the state, part of
which is coming out of the •See Page 3A

Ross recognized by MCCH for volunteerism

HOLLY WISE / Ledger and Times
Pictured above, from left, are MCCF! CEO Keith Bailey,
Mayor Tom Rushing, "Popeye" Ross and Judge-Executive
Laity Elkins "Popeye" was acknowledged tot his service to
the community and to Spnng Creek

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
An icon in the community and
a welcome face at Spring Creek
Health Care, Gillard "Popeye"
Ross was acknowledged during
Wednesday's Murray-Calloway
County Hospital board meeting
for his exemplary volunteerism.
With many of his family and
friends watching. Popeye was
presented with a key to the city
by Mayor Tom Rushing and
was commissioned a Kentucky
Colonel by Gov. Steve Beshear

IN See Page 3A

Celebrating Our 25th Anniversary
On April 3, 2008
Hoosier Gaddy
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Thank You For 25 Great Years,
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PolladheriffLogs
Murray Police Department
• A complainant reported an accident without injuries at the MPD
office at 12.21 pm Tuesday
An accident without injury was also reported at 12:34 p.m. at
the Murray Business Center.
• Angel's Attic Thrift shop reported a possible burglary at 8:26
pm
Murray State University Police
• A complainant reported the theft of items from a vehicle parked
at Roy Stewart Stadium to Murray State University Police
Tuesday around 11 p.m. Tuesday A report for theft for unlawful
taking over $300 was taken.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An accident involving injuries on Ky. 121 South was reported to
the Calloway County Sheriff's Department at 8.37 a.m. Tuesday.
Kentucky State Police, Calloway County EMS and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue were notified. An arrest was made in connection to the incident.
— Information us otamned fnan kap
reports and caldrons from various agencies

nhArartAr Counts ...
overall program, according to
Trish Barton, a member of the
character traits and we'll give Character Counts coalition. A
out the character awards. I think magazine printed with the picit's a good thing and the kids ture of each young winner of the
character contest will be availdeserve their recognition."
The event was initially able to those who want a copy.
Certificates of recognition
scheduled last month; however
a winter storm that left the coun- for the Steve McReynold's
Essay
Contest will also be disty under about three inches of
snow and ice led to a cancella- tributed to 28 winners.
Dottie Kraemer, a member of
tion.
Avery said her booth will the Character Counts Activity
Committee,
said she was
feature Amy Watson. a former
Channel 6 news anchor now pleased with the turn of events.
"Being
people of character
with a television station in
helps us make better lifestyle
Nashville, as a special guest.
"We're using her book, The choices. The mission of both
Babysitter's Child' and we're organizations fit so well togethgoing to make tissue flowers er," she said. "Character Counts
and let the children give them to and Murray in Motion want to
provide a fun event that will
someone."
Joining with the Murray in encourage our kids and families
Motion Fitness Festival event to make those choices that bring
will allow Character Counts about healthier lives. We look
effort to expand to four hours forward tc seeing everyone out
instead of only two with more on April 12th for a great day of
booths featured as pan of the fun, exercise and education.'

From Front

Judge bumps trial date because of quilt show
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) - fhe
trial of a former Fort Campbell
soldier charged with raping a 14year-old Iraqi girl and murdenng
her and her family has been
delayed by two weeks to accommodate a quilt show.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Russell ordered former Pvt.
Steven D. Green's trial delayed
from April 13, 2009 to April 27
because the National American
Quilt show is in Paducah dunng

•Lawmakers ...

•Moonbuggy.

the original u-ial date. Attendance
at the show would make it difficult to secure enough hotel rooms
for trial participants, Russell said
in a ruling issued Tuesday. Jury
selection in the case will begin
April 6. Russell ruled.
Green, 22. of Midland. Texas,
faces a possible death sentence if
convicted on 16 charges that include
premeditated murder and aggravated sexual assault. He pleaded not
guilty in November 2006.

From Front
by schools across the country.
I'm excited to be involved."
Hendon, a CCHS senior,
added. "I plan on doing my
absolute best representing
Calloway County, and I'm looking forward to the expenence."
At Murray High School,
instructor Melanie Dawson said
they were taking their two buggies from last year with plans
for redesigning the units next
year.
"Most of our boys from last
year are juniors, and they are all
thinking ahead for a new design
for next year. They arc making
big plans," she said.
As for now, MHS students are
already test riding their buggies
around the MHS campus
preparing for the annual race.
Riding for MHS will be Dylan
Bermingfield and Maria Speed.
Benningfield, an MHS junior,
said he is enjoyiag the experience of getting to work with the
design and construction of the
buggies. "We are looking to
give it the kat we can with this
design."
He said MHS has been working on the units for the past few
weeks. "We knew what had to
be fixed and we jumped in and
started to work," he stated.
Speed, an MHS sophomore,
said she liked the way the students united to work on the project and help with the design and
making needed adjustments.
"It's a great experience and
you get to learn how things are
on the moon. I think we'll do
very well in competition. We'll
give it 110 percent," she said.
Dawson said, during the competition, "Everybody cheers on
everyone else. They all know
how difficult it is."
According to a press release
from event sponsors, tht students, hailing from 20 states,
Puerto Rico, Canada, India and
Germany, will race their light-

weight moonbuggies, based on
the original lunar rover first
used dunng the Apollo 15 moon
mission in 1971. Tripp's construction team will greet them
with 17 unique course obstacles,
built of plywood and old tires,
and covered with 20 tons of
ravel and five tons of sand. All
of it will he reshaped into moonlike ridges, craters, basins and
lava-etched "titles," it was
reported.
The course was designed in
1993 by Dr. Larry Taylor, a
lunar geologist at the University
of Tennessee at Knoxville, Or,
J.M Wersinger, a physics professor at Auburn University in
Auburn, Ala., and Marshall's
University Affairs Officer Dr.
Frank Six. It proved so challenging that race planners began
adding hay bales for added safety; about 175 bales will line the
course this year. Even so, seatbelts are a requirement, according to the release.
Cheered on by hundreds of
friends and spectators, competirors wili vie for cash prizes and
trophies awarded by NASA and
corporate sponsors.
Each moonbuggy starts the
competition disassembled and
folded for transport, like the
actual rovers flown to the moon
in the early 1970s. Each buggy
must fit into a space no larger
than 4 feet in width, height and
length. It must be carried in
"collapsed" mode to the starting
line, assembled, then checked
for all required parts - fenders, a
flag and simulated hardware,
including batteries, a communications antenna, radio and TV
camera, it was reported.
Each rover is piloted by two
students: one male, one female. ,
The buggies race against the
clock instead of each other.
Drivers push hard to conquer
each obstacle without exceeding
the race's 15-minute time limit a new rule in 2008.

Tewierier
NOTICE
III
The
Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District will
meet Monday at 7 p m. at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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From Front
late Wednesday night psi three
hours after the Senate approved
the spending plan on a 35-3
vote. All 21 House members
who opposed the measure were
Democrats,
while
two
Democrats and a Republican in
the Senate voted "no."
The modest budget cut funding for state universities by 3
percent while providing public
school teachers and state workers 1 percent raises in each of
the next two years.
House and Senate budgeteers
agreed on a final budget proposal Tuesday morning, following
eight lung days of tedious negotiations that started in full view
of the public but ended with a
21 -hour session behind closed
doors.
Lawmakers wanted to pass the
budget by Wednesday to preserve their authority to override
any possible vetoes by Gov.
Steve Beshear. Beshear has 10
days to consider vetoes.
Beshear had proposed an austere budget that included 12 percent cuts to education and government agencies. Beshear
pushed for new state revenue
through two different proposals
that stalled during the General
Assembly's 2008 regular session: gambling and a higher tax
on cigarettes.
Beshear, a Democrat, wanted
lawmakers to push through a proposed constitutional amendment
to legalize casinos and eventually collect more than $500 in
annual state revenue. The governor also proposed raising the
state's tax on cigarettes by 70
cents a pack.
Neither plan gained traction.
The Democrat-led House,
however, proposed raising the
cigarette tax by a quarter and
imposing the state's sales tax on
various services. Lawmakers in
the GOP-controlled Senate
balked at raising taxes and
pushed to grab about $110 million in extra money from the
Kentucky Lottery.
Lawmakers instead agreed on a
proposal to raise more than $300
!Milton in new revenue over the
next two years through various
sources, including a restructuring
of some state debt, $14 million
from the lottery and capitalizing
on an anticipated flood of retiring
state employees.
More than $30 million would
be left in a "rainy day fund" for
the state,
Among other things, a person
convicted of nonviolent and nonsexual felonies could be released
to home incarceration if he or she
had less than six months left to
serve.
The agreed budget would put

$60 million into Bucks for
Brains, a program that provides
state matching money for private
donations to universities for
research and other spending.
The measure would authorize
funding to keep proposed bridges
in Louisville on track and included language to allow for tolls.
Still, lawmakers have had
mixed reactions as details have .
emerged regarding the proposed
budget.
Moberly, D-Richmond, called
the agreement a "diabolical deal"
that allowed for drastic cuts to
elementary and secondary school '
funding. Moberly said legislators
were "selling out education and •
human services" in exchange tor
prtis
ts'is a bad budget for education, and human services, real- ,
ly had," Moberly said. "One of
the worst I've ever seen."
Rep. Derrick Graham, DFrankfort, staunchly opposed the
budget proposal.
"This whole thing is dysfunctional," Graham said. "Somehow
or another things have got to
give. It's got to be a more open
process."
But Richards said he wanted to
avoid a repeat of 2002 and 2004
when the legislature adjourned
without passing a budget.
"I have left here without a
budget, it's not a good feeling,"
Richards said, "1 pushed hard to
have a budget because I don't
think anything good comes from
not having a budget."
Lawmakers said they would
work on a plan to authorize about
$150 million for water and sewer
projects betweer. now and the
session's final two days later this
month. They agreed to a separate
deal to approve millions of dollars worth of projects, after some
legislators complained there
weren't enough in the negotiated
budget.
In addition to the water and
sewer projects, the additional
appropriations would pay fcr
projects in coal-producing counties, including youth football
equipment, sidewalk improvements and equipment for local
fire departments.
Williams, R-Burkesville, said :
lawmakers had done the "pm.
dent" thing for the state by not
raising taxes and by limiting 4*.
spending on things such as raises
for public employees.
"We have done the prudent and
the proper thing in these econom- •
ic times," Williams said. "We F,
cannot allow public employees,
public officials, schoolteachers
or any other group to be an island
of individuals that are complete- t
ly isolated from hard economic
times when the budget problems
come forward and the economy
turns down."

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 2008 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 482 LANDMARK CIRCLE, MURRAY, KY 42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPETY OF HOUSE AND LOT
482 LANDMARK CIRCLE, MURRAY, KY 42071

The is a one and one hall story hams house boll r 1996 with 1442 square feet of hang area ttIS Waled oft Sta:e route 94 reasonably close
to schoota churches and shopping and a comprised of a Irving room lutcherVdning room three bedrooms and two baths on a wooded 01
The would be an excellent buy for a Wray reside re or an investor interested In rental property or or ramie after repairs
The minimum acceptable bid for this property a $10,066.99
The house ad be open for inspecbon from 1030 to 11 00 am.Wednesday./tont 16 2008
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TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
APR
26 & 27

E. NTS
Cer.e,

OPENING DAY
TICKETS $13!

for the fastest and easiest ways to order tickets, go to www.Ringling.com,
tickednaster Retail locations, Regional Special Events Center Box Office or call 1-V7194-4414
For information call 11101 939-3000• Groups of 15 or more call 1-800-965-7658

TICKET PRICES:$15 a $20 1.100.00 maim Si VIP Amor mOs amiable CO f4r droll Sorvi4

charges leo*, and hanelong bits "re .09M1 I

Come one hour early to meet our animals and performers at the All Access Pre-show - FfiEE with your ticket!

Mottos a hereby given that or Wednesday. April 16 2008 at 11 00 em 01482 Land:tusk Cede. Murray. KY 42071 in order lc raise the sum
of $64.945 69 primps& together with interest credrt subsidy granted in the amount of $33099. plus interest o the amount of 922.054 40 as
01 October t7,2997. and iniereP thereafter on the pnnapal at $1 1 9917from October 17,2007 until the date or Judgment. plus interest or the
Judgment amount onncopel see interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate Of 283%.computed defy and oompounded annualty until pad
hat and kit the costs of this action, pursuant to Judgment and Order of Sale being Civil Action No 5 06CV-201-R or, the Paducah Docket
of the United SUMPS District Court for the Western District of Kentucky. entered on January 24. 2008 in the case 010.sted States of Amenca
vs Tracy 0 Nugud Mile Tracy G Stodevell. the following described properly will be sold to the highest and best Woe,
House and lot at 462 Landmark Circle, Calloway County. Murray. KY 42071 Being the sait)e property conveyed horn John T Bridges and
wile May S Bodges. to Tracy Gaye Nuguid, a single person by deed dated July 23 1996 of record in Book 233. Page 318. Calloway
County Oak s Mee.
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent(10%)of the bid price on the torn of a Certified Check made naval* tc the U S Marshal) on the day of the
volat goad and eufbeient bond for the biome,bearing interest at the rate of 2 ark per arriurn until paid, due and pays& in 45 days and
said bond toying Ise etrect ara Judgment Mpcm a Mail by the Purchase the depos6 shall be forfeited and retained by the U S Marshal
as a part of the Proceeds nit the sale, acel the remedy Shell vain be offered for sale subtect to confirmahon by the Court
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matters affecting Ito property or recorder the local County Clerk s Office
lark:ones should be cbrecled to
Many Ann Sneer. Rural Development Manager
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Paducah, Kentucky
Telephone 270-554-7265 ad 101
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From Front
"You will no longer be Popeye
the sailor, said Calloway
County
Judge-Exe x ucti Ye,
Larry Elkins. "From this day
forward you will be Col. Popeye
Ross."
"Of all the things Popeye does
for this community and for
Spring Creek. the most important thing is you're a friend to all
of us," Elkins said.
"He's an icon to the community," said Rushing. "He's been a
mentor for many of us through
the years. I can't think of anybody that I'd rather give a key to
the city to than Popeye."
Ross will celebrate his 90th
birthday next week and the early
accolades were a surprise to
him.
"I just want to thank all ya'll
for this; it was a surprise," he
said amidst the applause. "I
sure do appreciate all this.
Thank you."
MCCH CEO Keith Bailey
presented Ross with a diamond
tie-tack to show the hospital's
appreciation for his service.
In other business, the board:
*heard from Director of Plant
Operations, Bud Byars, who
reported that construction on the
hospital expansion is progressing despite being six days
behind due to rain.
Most of the construction thus
far has taken place underground
preparing the site for the foundation. The structural steel will
begin erection on April 21 on
the southeast corner of the new
building, Byars said.
*approved a $356,922 construction payment, which is the
third payment.
•approved $172,859 for purchases for building supplies.
'approved $551,000 to prepurchase surgical lights for all
the surgical units and two trauma units

*approved $177,100 for medical gas cabinets.
*approved $1.2 million for the
pre-purchase of three pieces of
radiology equipment: One for
nuclear medicine, a new X-ray
in the new emergency room and
a new tluro machine. Also
included in that amount was the
relocation of existing equipment. The equipment is being
purchased now to make sure the
new building is built to support
it.
"We need to make sure the
electrical support is there for the
new equipment to minimize
reworking," said Byars.
Steve Owens, board vicechair, said there is a limited supply on equipment and the.
requires pre-purchasing.
*VP of Financial Services,
Brad
Bloemer
reported
February financials were not as
good as anticipated due to the
extended length of patient stays
during the month. On average,
ninety-six patients a day were in
the hospital.
"March looks good," he said.
"Revenue's up and hopefully
it'll be a good month."
*approved the performance of
iapband surgeries to be performed at Murray Calloway
County Hospital and covered
under employee health insurance with a $250 co-pay.
*approved Adult Day Care
moving from Spring Creek to
the Weaks Community Center.
According to VP of Patient Care
Lisa Ray, 1,200 square feet is
available now with an additional 700 square feet becoming
available when the Murray
Transit Authority moves. The
Adult Day Care currently uses
1,500 square feet. If they didn't
move, Ray said an addition
would he necessary and also
expensive.

GREG TRAVIS! Ledger 8 limes
MY HERO: Nine-year-old Robbie Williams, third from left, a fourth grade student at Murray
Middle School, was recently recognized as a winner in an essay contest sponsored by Dr.
Brad Mills, DMO MS. Williams chose her mother to wnte about because she inspires her to
make the nght choices and she is always there for her. She said the writing task was easy
since she felt so much in her heart for her mother. Students throughout the region competed
in the annual event. Williams was surprised at school with an assortment of gifts that were
shared by her classmates and teacher, Chelsee Thompson. Pictured above, from left, are:
Thompson; Allen Williams, father; Williams; Sandra Williams, mother; Lou Carter. MMS principal; and Marcy Parks, from Brad Mills Paducah office.

III Dunn discusses budget ...
From Front
sent to Gov. Steve Beshear for
approval. The Senate approved
the spending plan by a 35-3
vote.
"The House is an uproar over
the budget." Murray State
University president, Dr. Randy
Dunn said Tuesday morning.
"What the House is talking about is
looking at passing a different version of the budget that would add
back in some of the water, sewer
and road projects.
"What scares me with that is that
without a new revenue source,
they're going to keep hacking away
at higher education."
The budget that was passed late
Wednesday left higher education
with their three percent cut but lawmakers said they would work on a
plan to include authorization for
$150 million for water and sewer
projects between now and the last

two days of the session at the end of
this month, according to an
Associated Press report.
"I don't believe that we've done
the best we can do," House
Appropriations and Revenue chairman Harry Moberly told the
Associated Press.
Moberly worked on the negotiating team with the Senate and
voted against the proposal, the AP
reported.
-This is a bad budget for education, and human services, really
bad," he said. "One of the worst
I've ever seen."
The budget plan for Murray
State will have to include permanent cuts. Dunn said.
"To get the budget in balance.
we will probably end up activating
some proposed cuts," he said.
Before the cuts are activated,
Dunn said two or three forum
opportunities will be held "so that
people can come, see a list of pro-

posals arid share their thinking on
them before we would end up activating those.'
The budget is still being written
in Frankfort to include changes
brought about from negotiations but
according to Dunn, there is budget
language which allows for 2006
appropriated money to be used to
resume work on the chemistry
building.
We think we have the tap
turned back on for chemistry." he
said. "We do not believe that there
will be any language that says a
final phase for science, which is
what we're banking on to get the
engineering and physics building
built."
Next spring the legislature will
meet on non-budget issues to look
at revenue, Dunn said.
In addition, agency bond projects: that Dunn said were anticipated
to be in the budget are probably
there.
"Most notably, being able to
move forward with Franklin

Staff Report
Transformer work is prompting a planned power outage for
Calloway County part
of
Sunday by West Kentucky
Rural Elecrict Coop, Corp.
According to a release from
WKRECC, workes plan to ••
remove transformer No. I and '
place transformer No. 2 on line
at the East Murray Substation.
The outage will begin at 3 p.m.
and last until approximately 4 •
p.m.
Areas affected will include ,
Highway 94 east of Murray to
Highway 1346; a portion of
North 4th Street to Highway
641; Highway 121 South to and
including New Concord; Old
Murray-Paris Road; Highway
641 South to and including
Hazel; and a portion of South • '16th Street to Enix Drive.
The outage will also include
those
customers
between
Highway 121 and 641 on the •
south side of Murray.
The outage is necessary in
order to continue the restoration
process for both substation. s.
transformers, the release stated.
In the event of severe weather. the outage will be postponed •
to Sunday, April 13, beginning
at 3 p.m.
Residential College, some other
work that we wanted to have done
on agency bonds - that looks like
it's there."
In addition to funding for
Franklin Residential College, an
additional 51.9 million is needed for
Richmond College because the cost
of supplies has increased.
Combined. Dunn said it's "not
anything to have a big party about
but at the same time, better then
what we thought we might be when
we saw the governor's proposed
budget introduced.The agenda is to craft a tuition
proposal and have the board of
regents act on it dunng a special
called April II meeting. Dunn said.
That meeting will take place after a
Student Government Association •
sponsored tuition forum on April
10.
After a tuition proposal has been
OK'd, unisersity officials will work
until the end of May wnung a budget. which will be presented to the
board at a called May 30 meeting.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
Brown

The budget
process should
be made public
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For almost a week, Kentuckians were invited to
watch their senators and representatives attempt to
hammer out a state budget. Unlike so many times
in past years when the doors were locked and
shades drawn, this year the Senate and House free
conference committee on the budget threw open
the doors.
But after six days of open discussions but no
budget agreement, lawmakers reverted to their old
secret ways, closing the doors.
The hallways around the Capitol Annex conference room where Senate President David Williams,
Speaker of the House Jody Richards and the various other members of the committee met Sunday
and again Monday were roped off. State police
officers kept outsiders at a distance, and white
window shades were pulled down to block views
of the legislators as they worked.
But there is also no good excuse for residents
of Kentucky to be shut out of the budget negotiations by their own representatives. Deciding how
to spend about $19 billion, every dollar of it taxpayer money, is the public's business and should
be done in the open for all to see. The excuse
that legislators feel more free to discuss and negotiate when no one is listening and watching is an
affront to transparency in government and makes
us wonder what is being said or what deals are
going down that the public shouldn't see or hear.
Under Kentucky open-meetings laws, standing
and regular committee meetings of the legislature
must be open. But the rules don't apply to conference or free conference committees or party caucuses. Closed meetings aren't illegal, but that doesn't make them in the public interest.
Opening the budget committee meetings was the
right thing to do. Closing them just as the negotiations reached the crucial stage damages public
confidence in government at a time when such
confidence is already in short supply.
— Messenger-Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
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The Party's Unification
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C.
(AP) -- They may bicker
daily over issues, character
and innuendo, but both
Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Barack Obama appear to
agree on one thing: Democratic voters will coalesce
around a nominee and carry
him or her to victory in
November over Republican
John McCain.
At a rally here last week,
Clinton was asked what she
would say to Democrats so
invested in her candidacy or
Obama's that they would
consider voting for McCain
in the general election if
their preferred candidate isn't
the nominee.
"Please think through this
decision. It is not a wise
decision," Clinton said to
applause.
"Every time we have a
vigorous contest like we're
having this primary electicn,
people get intense. Senator
Obama has intense support. I
have intense support. It's
exciting because people want
to be involved. But, the differences ... pale in companson to the differences
between us and Senator
McCain."
North Carolina holds its
primary May 6. with 115
delegates at stake.
Obama made a similar

POLITICS TODAY
By Brix FOUHY

AP
point in an interview on
ABC's "World News."
"There are going to be
some bruised feelings, whoever the nominee is. We are
going to have to come
together and remind ourselves that there is a heck
of a lot bigger difference
between either Senator Clinton or myself. and John
McCain," Obama said.
He said the protracted
contest would not harm the
party in the long run.

"I think short term, there
is going to be work to do
for the nominee to bnng the
party back together again
People feel pretty passionate
about their respective candidates. I appreciate that, and
I understand it," Obama said.
The tot-met first lady, who
trails Obama in the popular
vote and in pledged delegates, has pushed hack on
critics who argue that .,he
should cease her cnticisms
of the Illinois senator and

end her campaign so he can
focus on defeating McCain.
Clinton pledged Thursday
to be a team player no mat- ,
ter the outcome of the pnmary contest.
"I intend to do everything
I can to make sure we have
a unified Democratic Party," :•
she ,aid. "When this contest
i, over and we have a nom- '
•
inee. we're going to close
•
ranks. We're going to be
united ... The most important
goal for us is to put a
Democrat back in the White
House."
Even Al Gore, the former
vice president and 2000
Democratic nominee, professed no urgency to resolving the contest in an interview with The Associated
Press.
"What have we got five
months left?" he said, when
asked about whether he
would make an endorsement
soon.
When pressed on whether
the nominee could be decided before the national convention in August. Gore said:
"I think it's going to resolve
itself. But we'll see."
Editor's Note: Associated
Press writer Eric Schelzig in
Murfreesboro, Tenn., contributed to this report.
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To the Editor,
I would like to respond to the letter to editor printed in
the March 26 edition. You will remember the edition was
the one with the peace protest featured on the front page.
That letter attempted to make the case that the current
"War on Terror" is not the answer and that Amencans don't
support it. The writer did so without giving any supporting
facts or references to make us agree. What it did have is
lot of opinions, feelings and political name-calling. I could
not understand if the author was against war in general or
just our current war because it seems he thought WWII was
acceptable, to quote, "War has not been the answer since
WWII."
I guess the author forgot that our involvement in WWII
was over an attack in which 68 civilians and 2.896 military
were killed as opposed to 9/1 1 where almost 3,000 civilian
deaths occurred.
Foreign policy and the way we conduct this war cannot
be judged through the same standards used during WWII.
How and where we attack out enemy is not based on the
same logic of WWII. However, the justifications for entering into WWII are valid today and apply to 9/1 1 and our
responses to that event. Amenca was attacked and Amencans died.
The other thing I find odd about that Murray Ledger Edition is Eric Walker was on the byline of the story on the
peace protest and, you of course approved the letter for publication. I do hope you are not using the sacrifices of brave
Americans for political purposes. We should honor the dead
on these milestones and make our political points at other
times.
David Kennedy
Retired U.S. Amiy
Alm°
lEnrroit's Nary: / did appmve the letter's publication. I

43 LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sant to P.O. Box 1040, Homy, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-osallod to
odttoolhisurraylodger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed sad have
address and phone number ter ratilicadoe purposes. Em/Idbrs most Moe address and pluses nember.
V No letters off be pitied amenymeseely.
✓ Lathan alismid ad exceed 300 wards and must be
blood Or kW..
V The Money Ledaw & Thiess memo time elate to edit
or faded any letter en the bails GI bag& ebb,apellee,
grainnia4 NIA geed taste and fragment caubibeters be
the Fenian page.
V Letters of a "think you" mime Set eiele it epeesera, businesses or WNW& by nem, except ibeee
✓irected toward the tie, _J as a whole, ell met be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the yisivpidnt and °Odom et
the writer and not necessarily ellite Lodger & limns slat
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also wrote the story on the protest. That article was based
on the fact that these individuals were observed on l6th
Street receiving a lot of interaction with passing drivers, and,,
their protest followed the five-year anniversary of the war
and the 4,000th U.S. military casualty in the war There was
no political purpose behind it: I deemed it simply newsworthy.
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Louis Eastman Sanderson
Mrs. Ye** W. Burnett Brown
Louis Eastman (Blow Torch) Sanderson, 84, Calvert City, died
The funeral for Mrs Yetive W. Burnett Brown will be Saturday
at I p.m. at First Baptist Church, M may. Dr. Larry Salmon will officiate. Congregational singing will be held.
Grandsons will be pallbearers. A graveside service
will be Sunday at 1 p.m. at Rosehill Cemetery,
Marion, Ill. Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman
and York Funeral Home after 6 p.m. Fnday. Online
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com Expressions of sympathy may be made
to Northland Oaks Community Church, 3610 N.E.
54th Terrace, Kansas City, MO 64119 where her
son. Stephen Brown, is pastor.
Mrs. Brown, 88, Murray, died Tuesday, April 1,
2008, at 2:20 p.m. at her home.
Brown
She was a member of First Baptist Church,
Murray, where she was a member of the Pairs & Spares Sunday
School Class, and a Sunday School teacher for many years. She
played piano for residents of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Long Term Care Unit, and was a member of Lottic Moore Mission
Group of First Baptist Church.
Born Sept. :4, 1919, in Decatur, Ills shc was the daughter of the
late William Burnett Jr. and Blanche Irene Longwell Burnett. Also
preceding her in death were two sisters, Beverly Mann and Elinor
Burnett, and one brother, William Burnett.
Survivors include two daughters, Karen Greer and husband,
Marlin, and Deborah Plummer, all or Murray; one son, Stephen
Brown and wife, Sherri, Kansas City, Mo.; one brother, Elmer
Bumett and wife, Melinda, Midwest City, Okla.; ii grandchildren,
Kimberly Futrell and husband. Jamie, L.aura Prater and husband,
Craig, Dawn Choate and husband, Roger, Rachel Cary and husband,
Cleve, 'anise Page and husband, Aaron, Derek Plummer and wife,
Jennifer, Jared Plummer and wife, Jennifer, Stephanie, Knstine and
Lauren Brown, and Justin Jones; 18 great-grandchildren; eight
nieces; seven nephews.
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The funeral for George C. Wilson will be Friday at 11 a.m in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Richard Youngblood will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Marty Harper, Ed, Mike and David
Wisner, Dean Shoemaker and Baron Palmer. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 9 to II
a.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St.
Jude's Children's Research Hospital. P.O. Box 50,
Memphis, IN 38101-9929 or Spring Creek Health
Care, Resident Counsel, 1401 South 16th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Wilson, 92, Murray. died Tuesday, April 1, 2008, at 10:30
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of University
Church of Christ, Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted
Masons. American Legion. and International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Robbie McCuiston Wilson,
two sisters. Elizabeth Oliver and Cordie Moody, and two brothers,
Morris and Garvin Wilson. Born Sept. 6, 1915, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late Andrew J. Wilson and Lurley Burton
Survivors include two daughters, Brenda Wisner and husband,
Ed, Canal Winchester, Ohio, and Peggy Shoemaker and husband.
Harold, Murray; one brother, Wayne Wilson and wife, Jean. Murray;
sister-in-law, Rose Wilson, Hopkinsville; six grandchildren. Lisa
Clinton. Marty Harper and wife, Anita, Dean Shoemaker and wife.
Yvonne, all of Murray. Ed Wisner and wife, Shelly. Mike Wisner
and wife, Kristi, all of Bellefontaine. Ohio, and David Wisner,
Columbus, Ohio; 10 great-grandchildren, Amber and Kealy Clinton.
Daniel Harper, Gabriel. Jade and Ton Shoemaker, and Bret, Aaron,
Lane and(lay Wisner

Mrs. Neva Housden Ray
Mrs. Neva Housden Ray, 93, New Providence Road, Hazel, died
Wednesday. April 2, 2008, at 8:21 a.m. at her home.
A retired material handler for Slant and Slant. Pans, Tenn., she
was a member of Hazel Church of Chnst.
Her husband, William Ray, and three brothers, Eunice. Grady and
Orvely Housden. preceded her in death. Born Feb. 4, 1915, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Andrew Housden
and Kelly Lamb Housden.
Survivors include one daughter. Rebecca Brandon and husband,
Alvin, New Providence; two grandchildren, Franky Brandon and
wife, Shelia. Murray, and Cindy Pittmar, and husband, Benny, New
Concord; two great-grandchildren, Lacy Collins and husband.
David, and Adam Brandon: one great-great-grandchild, Ashton
Pittman; two sisters-in-law, Myrtle Mohundro, New Providence,
and Noma Housden, Hazel. A graveside service will be Friday at 2
p.m. at the Hazel Cemetery. John Dale will officiate. In charge of
arrangements is the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home where visitation
will be from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday).
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U.S. airstrike kills
militant; witnesses
say family of 3 dead

Wednesday, April 2, 2008. at 1225 a.m. at the Calvert City
Corvidescent Center.
A Nay veteran of World War 11 he served aboard the USS
Hancock aircraft earner. He was a member of
Calvert City Church of Christ and of the Plumbers
BAGHDAD (AP) — A U.S.
& Steamfitters Local 184 for 60 years, a Kentucky
a house in
Colonel, a Duke of Paducah, and a life-time mem- airstnke destroyed
ber of the Disabled Amencan Veterar.s. During the the southern city of Basra,
military
late 1940s and early 1950s, he played baseball foe killing a militant, the
witnessthe Twin States League and played shortstop in the said this morning. Iraqi
Kitty Leagues for the Paducah Chiefs. His hobbies es and hospital officials said at
least three civilians were among
were fishing and sports.
Preceding him in death were his parents, R.L. the dead.
The American military also
and Carrie Sanderson, one sister, Mildred Kaler,
Sanderson
into reports
and three brothers, Robert, Vernon and David said it was looking
that civilians were killed in a
Sanderson.
but it
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Jane second airstrike in Basra
Puckett Sanderson, to whom he had been married could provide no further details.
Violence also continued in
for 64 years; two daughters, Nancy Pierce and husMosul,
band, Tony, Ledbetter, and Susan Sanderson, the northwestern city of
last major
Paducah; one son, Larry Sanderson and wife, Linda, Paducah; five believed to be the
al-Qaida in
grandchildren, Rhonda Foster and husband. Gary, and Jeff Pierce urban center where
substantial
and wife, Shawn, all of Ledbetter, Joey Pierce and wife, Laurie, Iraq maintains a
Huntsville, Ala., Holly Fan and husband, Art, Hernando, Miss., and presence.
A suicide car bomber
Derek Sanderson and wife, Suzanne, Calvert City, two stepgrandan Iraqi checkpoint
children, Ryan Henderson and wife, Ashlee, and Kyle Henderson, attacked
Wednesday,
all of Paducah; one niece, Louise Leek, Paducah; nine great-grand- west of the city late
killing seven people, including a
children; four stepgreat-grandchildren.
and a 5-year-old child,
A graveside service will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Brooks Chapel woman
and wounding 12, according to
Cemetery, Dexter. Lance Cordle will officiate.
Visitation will be after 4 p.m. today (Thursday) at Collier Funeral the Iraqi army.
The U.S. military confirmed
Home of Benton. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the St.
attack but put the
Nicholas Clinic. 1903 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42003 or to the 'he Mosul
casualty toll at five dead and 19
American Diabetes Association.
wounded.
Baghdad also faced more
Mrs. Neil Elizabeth Estes Owen
today, with one civilian
Mrs. Nell Elizabeth Estes Owen,Paducah, died Wednesday, April violence
killed and 10 wounded in a
2, 2008, at 5:05 a.m. at Superior Care Home, Paducah.
bombing and an Iraqi
She retired from the Paducah Public School System after 26 yeas parked car
three wounded
as an elementary teacher and previously taught at Lascassas High soldier killed and
roadside bomb struck
School, where she also coached girls basketball. She received her when a
patrol.
bachelor of arts in elementary education from Middle Tennessee their
The airstrikes in Basra underState University and her master's degree from Murray State
high tensions as the
University. She was a member a Broadway Church of Christ, scored the
government continues a
McCracken County Retired Teachers Association, Alpha Delta Iraqi
against Shiite miliKappa sorority and Echo Duplicate Bndge Club and Suburban crackdown
tias four day's after radical cleric
Garden Club.
ordered his
Preceding her in death were her husband, John Will Owen, to Muqtada al-Sadr
Army fighters to stand
whom she had been maimed for 56 years. one son. John Steven Matadi
Owen: her parents. Arthur and Willie Patterson Estes; one sister, down.
Meanwhile, al-Sadr's office
Georgia Estes, and one brother. Alvie Estes. She was born in Mt.
called for a big turnout for a proAnal, Tenn.
demonSurvivors include one daughter, Kim Elizabeth Owen Ford and posed anti-American
week to mark the
husband, Joe T., Paducah, two grandsons, John Hunter Ford, stration next
the April 9,
Murray, and Joseph Taylor Ford, Paducah; three sisters. Irene fifth anniversary of
of Baghdad by
Frisbee and husband, Dee. Cleveland, Tenn., Jean Davis, Huntsville, 2003. capture
U.S. troops.
Ala., and Sue Santa Ana and husband, Raul, Summerville, S.C.; sis- invading
The statement said protesters
ter-in-law, Annette Estes, Milton, Tenn.
head to the Shiite holy
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Milner and should
south of Baghdad
Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Andrew Clausen and Pat Powell will city of Najaf
waving Iraqi flags "to cement
officiate Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery
the unity of Iraq and demand its
Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Broadway Church of independence."
Prime Minister Noun alC'hrist Living Stones, 2855 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001 or
to launch
Paducah Public Schools Foundation, PO. Box 2500. Paducah, KY Maliki said he plans
more security crackdowns like
42001.
the one in Basra against -criminal gangs" in Baghdad and elseMrs. lUnda Sue Brock Gore Merton
The funeral for Mrs. Linda Sue Brock Gore Morton will be today where in Iraq.
Speaking to reporters, he sin(Thursday) at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
and Shula -•
Home, Benton. Rev Larry Logsdon will officiate. Burial will follow gled out Sadr City
two Mahdi Army militia strongin the Gore Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online condolences may be holds in Baghdad -- as likely
targets in the future operations.
made to www.filbeckcannking.com
Al-Maliki, himself a Shiite,
Mrs. Morton, 58, Benton, died Monday, March 31. 2008 at 10:30
did not mention by name the
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
but said
Preceding her in death were her first husband, James Robert Mahdi Army militia,
the influGore, and her parents. Marshall Brock and Dora Alice Nelson those areas are under
ence of "criminal gangs."
Brock.
The comments came as the
Survivors include her husband, Nickie B. Morton, Benton; two
and decidaughters, Janet Vincent and husband, Kevin, Mayfield. and Talania failure to gain a quick
Reid and husband, Scott, Hardin; three sons, Curt Gore and wife. sive victory over the militias in
politiStacey, and Dwayne Morton and wife. Kelly, all of Hardin. and Basra has left al-Maliki
doubts
Keith Morton and wife, Melanie, Mayfield, four sisters. Barbara cally battered, raising
capability
McLeod and husband, Jack. Dexter, and Janie Smith and husband, about Iraqi military
U.S. comJoe, Janice McCoy and husband. Jim and Jackie Holt and husband, just a week before top
mander Gen. David Petraeus
Jimmy, all of Benton; 12 grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
briefs Congress about prospects
for further American troop cuts.
The U.S. warplane was targeting enemy forces fighting
Iraqi troops Wednesday near the
militia stronghold of ChM& in

Bush: NATO must give lull and fair
hearing' to nations seeking membership
Romania
BUCHAREST,
(AP) — President Bush won
NATO's endorsement this mornng for his plan to build a missile
defense system in Europe over
Russian objections. The proposal also advanced with Czech
officials announcing an agreement to install a missile tracking
ate for the system in their coonBy.
• Despite a setback in his drive
to see NATO expanded further
eastward to include Ukraine and
Georgia, Bush vowed not to
drop the issue
"NATO's door must remain
,Ipen to other nations in a:urope
that share our love for liberty
Wid demonstrate a commitment
to reform and seek to strengthen
their ties with the trans-Atlantic
community," Bush said in brief
remarks at an alliance meeting.
"We must give other nations
seeking membership a full and
fair hearing."
Fellow NATO leaders, fearing a clash with Moscow, rejected Bush's appeal to allow the
former Soviet republics to get
on a path toward membership.
But Bush's national security
adviser. Stephen Hadley, said
the president plans to make a
new pitch before he leaves
office in January. The United
States expects to raise the matter

at a meeting of NATO foreign
minister in December, Hadley
said.
The president expressed
regret that NATO also declined
to offer full membership at this
meeting to Macedonia. The
invitation was blocked by
Greece. which says the country's name implies a temtonal
claim to a northern region of
Greece, also called Macedonia.
"Macedonia's made difficult
reforms at home," Bush said. "It
is making major contributions to
NATO missions abroad. The
name issue needs to be resolved
quickly so that Macedonia can
be welcomed into NATO as
soon as possible."
Albania and Croatia were
invited to join the alliance, now
currently at 26 members
Progress on missile defense
represented perhaps the biggest
boon to Bush from the summit.
Russia has strongly opposed the
plan. NATO leaders were adopting a communique stating that
"ballistic missile proliferation
poses an increasing threat to
allied forces, territory and populations." It also will recognize
"the substantial contribution to
the protection of allies ... to be
provided by the U.S.-led systern." according to senior
American officials, who spoke

on condition of anonymity
ahead of the statement's release.
The statement calls on all
NATO members to explore
ways in which the planned U.S.

project, to be based in Poland
and the Czech Republic, can be
linked with future missile
shields elsewhere.
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Basra, according to a military
statement.
One militant was killed, the military said.
Lt. Michael Street, a U.S.
spokesman, said no Civilian
casualties were reported in that
attack, but the military was"
looking into reports that civilians were killed in a second
airstrike. He could not immediately provide huff er information.
Associated Press Television:
News showed cranes and rescue:
workers searching for survivors
in the concrete nibble from the:.
two-story house that was
eled.
Witnesses said three people
were killed and three others
believed to be boned in the nibble, apparently leading to confunl
sion over the number of casual- ,
ties.
"While we were preparing for evening prayer. U.S. aircraft •
bombed this house, we rushed to:,
save survivals but in vain." a
neighbor identified only as Haj
Juwad told AFTN. "The father"
mother and a young boy were
killed and three mhers were
buried under rubble. We evacuated two people and one is still
al
under the nibble."
Hospital officials, who have.,
strong ties to the Sadrists, said,
three bodies had been received,,,
including two men and an elderly woman, and two women were'.
wounded in the strike. The offid •
cials spoke on condition of
anonymity because they weren't
authorized to release the information.
The Qibla district where the
attack occurred has seen some of
the fiercest fighting in the offensive that began March 25
against criminal gangs that had
wielded wide control in the:
country's oil capital and a majorn
commercial center of 2 million.
people.
Despite an end to heavy
fighting, the Interior Ministry
spokesman. Maj. Gen. AbdulKarim Khalat, has said security
operations were continuing and
that an April 8 deadline for gun- •
men to surrender their weapons
remains in effect.
British military spokesman .
Maj. Torn Holloway said a number of airstrikes had been conducted over the last 24 hours in
Basra to support the Iraqis in the
fight.
"We remain committed to
supporting the government of
Iraq ... and action will be taken
against Moss •ho attack the
Iraqis and coalition forces," he
said.
In the wake of the fighting.
Britain has suspended plans to
withdraw 1,500 soldiers from
southern Iraq. U.S. and Iraqi
officials have maintained that
the crackdown was directed at
criminals and renegade militiamen but not the Sadrist political
movement, which holds 30 of
the 275 seats in the national par-'
!lament and is a major political,
force.
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Carnill will have art
exhibition April 4-13
Murray State University an
student Megan Camill will have
her B.F.A. exhibition on campus on April 4-13.
The exhibition. Scale, will
he in the Clara Eagle Art
Gallery, located on the seventh floor of the Doyle fine
arts center.
Carnill's show includes slier gelatin prints depicting
abstract nude forms that mimic
landscape. Her photographs
peak metaphorically about the

CASA Light of Hope Banquet
and Silent Auction Tuesday

changes people endure throughout life.
A gallery reception will be
Friday nun 6 to 8 p.m..
Carnal!. from Eddyville. is
the daughter of Teresa Avery
and Jeff Carnal. She has been
awarded the Brezeale Scholarship and an An Auction Scholarship. After graduation. CarniII
plans to open her own studio
and continue to exhibit her
vk ork.
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Fly-line Disc Golf Saturday
Photo provided
Pictured are Hillarie Shields, current president, Bonnie Haig
Lush, charter president, and the 25th president, Stephanie
Lush Jeffers, at the 40th anniversary celebration of the
Epsilon Omicron Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi at Murray State
University.

Alpha Delta Pi celebrates
40 years at Murray State
Special to the Ledger
Women from all over the
Western Kentucky and surrounding regions flocked to
Murray on Friday. Feb. 29. They
all had one thing in common
- they were sisters.
That day marked the beginning of a weekend full of festivities for the alumnae of the
Epsilon Omicron chapter of
Alpha Delta Pi at Murray State
University.
The chapter spent the weekend celebrating the 40 years
they have shared at the university with a number of events
such as an alumnae welcoming reception at the Murray
State Alumni Center on Friday. a banquet on Saturday
evening, and finally, an opportunity to see the sorority's suite
at an open house on Sunday
morning.
According to Allison Miller,
Epsilon Omicron's Alumnae
Relations Chair and head of
the committee that arranged
the weekend, everything was
a success. "We all worked
extremely hard putting the
weekend's events together, but
seeing the ecstatic look on
friends' faces as they reconnected after 25 years was all
worth it."
Over 30 alumnae joined current chapter members for the
•

Our Registered
• Bridal Couples: .•
•
••
•
•
•

Jessica Bybee
& Seth Grogan
Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto
Jerina Gardner
& Rich Edwards
Leslie Steely
& Terry Franklin

.•

Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele

banquet on Saturday evening.
A few of EO's charter members were also present, including Bonnie Haig Lush, the
chapter's first president. She
spoke about life as the president of a new chapter, as well
as changes that have been made
since her initiation in 1968.
Three other alumnae spoke
about their experiences with
Alpha Delta Pi over the decades
as well.
Beth Brockman, Epsilon
Omicron's chapter advisor and
an alumna of the chapter,
enjoyed seeing old friends. "I
got to see some of my sisters
that I hadn't seen in 25 years.
It was wonderful to get together with women with whom I
had such a special bond in
college and pick up right where
we left off."
Erica Richie, a more recent
graduate of 2007, said that she
was impressed by the changes
the chapter has undergone since
May. "It was something I will
remember forever. The weekend truly showed that our sisterhood is forever."
After the celebration came
to an emotional close for some,
the women involved reflected
on the impact it made on the
meaning of the sisterhood all
the women shared.
Hillarie Shields, current president of the chapter said, "It
was such a wonderful experience getting to meet the women
that founded our chapter and
all of the women who have
been here before us. We enjoyed
sharing stories with our alumnae about how the chapter is
today, and hearing about the
'old days.' It was a very emotional and joyous time for all
of us, and the sisterhood was
definitely felt from the 20year-olds to the 60-year-olds!
I can't wait until the 50-year
reunion!"

Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lanier

••

Bingo planned Saturday
The Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., will sponsor
Bingo Saturday with a portion of the proceeds to benefit Murray High School Athletic Booster Club. Doors will open a
4:30 p.m. with concessions available. Bingo will begin at 6
p.m.

New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road
South off Ky. 94 West, Murray. These meetings are open to
the public. A potluck meal will be served. For more information call Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. For more information
contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Relay for Life Team plans event
iKids at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have a bake
sale Saturday in the parking lot of St. Leo Catholic Church.

Genealogical Society to meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at II a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library The program
will be "Show and Tell Family History." Visitors are welcome.

Glory Bound scheduled Friday
Glory Bound Chnstian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Eddie Boone and The Farmers. Items will be taken
for Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666 or e-mail glory-bound0Phoimail.com

Dixon Cemetery plans event
Dixon Cemetery in Trigg County will have a spring cemetery maintenance day Saturday starting at 9 a.m. A picnic will
be served on the grounds at noon.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

'All Day Crop' for Relay for Life
"All Day Crop" for Relay for Life, hosted by Primary Care
Medical Center, will be Saturday from 9 a.m to 5 p.m. at
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. This will
feature door prizes, lunch and snacks, along with a paper bag
scrapbook demonstration at 1 p.m. All proceeds will go to
Relay for Life. For more information about costs and to preregister, call Chanda Scott at 767-3122, or Wendy Joyce at
767-3120.

•
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Bands N'BBQ Blowout '08 will be Saturday from 10 a.m.
to dusk at Murray-Calloway County Central Park. This will be
sponsored by Racer Communications Group Inc.

Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey

Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry

MH

Bands N'BBQ Blowout Saturday

Kristin Johnson
& Andrew Logar
Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin

MI-IS FC
Jacquelin
Leave'. F
public ref.

Fly-Line Disc Golf Tournament will have its first session
on Saturday at 10 a.m. at Murray Central Park. A disc will
be free to the first 20 entries. First, second and third place
winners will receive prizes in Advance and Beginner sections.
Another session will be held on Apnl 19 at I() a.m. For information call 436-5762.

Jessica McKnight
& Josh Dunn

get thetho
l
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off
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The CASA (court appointed special advocate) Light of Hope banquet and silent:::
auction will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the'::
Murray State University Curds Center
ballroom. Members of the community are
invited to help honor CASA volunteers at
this event which is a highlight of Child
Abuse Prevention Month.Teresa Speed, principal of Murray High School, will be the
featured speaker.
Tickets may be obtained by contacting
the CASA office at 761-01654, Michelle
Hansen ot 762-7111 or Donna Herndon at
753-7784. Reservations are needed by Friday.

Solutions with choices are easy,lust call
Robert Billington Jr.
270-753-4751
,
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Smith speaks about cancer at Delta meeting

Murray Ledger & limes

Jamie Smith. Cancer Control specialist, was the speaker at the March meeting 01
the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Smith provided an informative program on "Colorectal
Cancer Screening- which was
doubly interesting because
March is Colorectal Cancer
Awareness Month. She told
about information on cancer
screening for preventable cancer.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Pat Harrington and Alice
Koenecke.
The department will meet
Wednesday, April 9, at I p.m.
at the club house. Melody Nall,
CHES, Rural Health Services,
will present a program on "Our
Health.- Hostesses will be Edna
McKinney and Kay Ray.
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Photo provided
Jamie Smith, let1. speaker for meeting of Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club, is pictured with Karen Olsen. right.
department member.
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MHS FCCLA Members at annual meeting in Louisville. From left Melissa Shoulberg,
Jacqueline Vilardo, Shawn Kinsey, Mackenzie Webster, Samuel Richardson and Lauren
Leave'. Front row sitting from left: Caitlin Herrington, the new FCCLA state vice president of
public relations, and Cindy Alderdice, MHS FCCLA advisor.(Not pictured Jessica Smith.)
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The Murray High Family
Career and Community Leaders of America(FCCLA)recently attended the annual meeting in Louisville along with
12(X) students representing 151
Kentucky schools. FCCLA
strives to mentor leadership,

community service and family.
Distinctive honors were
given to Jacqueline Vilardo and
Melissa
Shoulberg (gold
awards), Shawn Kinsey and Jessica Smith, (silver), and Lauren Leavel,(bronze) awards for

the FCCLA STAR competitive
events. Caitlin Herrington was
chosen
to
represent
us
as FCCLA State Vice President
of Public Relations. In this new
role she will be responsible
for the FCCLA newsletter and
websiter.

WKMS-FM exceeds fundraiser goal
91.3 WKMS-FM, Murray
State's listener-supported public radio service and NPR affiliate, reports community support for the March fundraiser.
combining business challenge
grants and individual gifts, surpassed the overall $1(1)K goal.
Membership
Coordinator
Stephanie Nutter-Osborne said.
"Community support is vital
for WKMS. We're grateful to
our wonderful audience in western Kentucky, northwest Tennessee, southernmost Illinois
and beyond (via our web stream
at wkms.org) for nearly 4
decades of enthusiasm and generosity."
WKMS is licensed to Murray State University which provides the station about half of
its operating budget, with the
station responsible for generating the rest. Station Managc-r Kate Lochte said. Each
year we are audited for the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (('PB). which factors
local support in computing
grants, which are part of the
funds we must raise."
Contributions came from listeners in 120 communities in
WKMS.' 27-county coverage
area. Murray and Paducah listeners contributed nearly 50 percent of the total Residents of
Madisonville,
Hopkinsville,
Cadiz. Paris, Tenn., Mayfield,
Benton. Pnnceton and FAkiyville
were, in that order, the next
largest contributing cities,
together providing II percent
of the total. The station also
welcomed 102 first-time contributors.
The station invites support
anytime online at wkms.org,
or by mail to WKMS. 2018
University Station. Murray, KY
42071.
WKMS received challenge
grants from: A Green House
Recycling, Murray; Artisan
Kitchen. Paducah; Barkley
Regional Airport; ('-Plant Federal Credit Union, Ballard, Livingston, Graves and McCracken Counties; Dr. Pamela
Hodges, OB/GYN. Paducah;
Falwell Construction Company, Murray; Fidalgo Bay Coffee, Murray; First United Bank
& Trust Company. Madisonville
& Earlington; FNB Bank, Mayfield, Farmington. Wingo. Paducah and Lone Oak: JS Gwinn
Jewelers, Paducah; Johanna Fox
CPA. Inc.. Mayfield; Marshall
C'ounty Health Department; The
Murray Bank; Murray Woman's
Clinic; Paducah Power System;
Paducah Yoga Center; Purchase
District Health Depanment;
Roof Brothers Wine & Spirits, Paducah; and St. John's
Episcopal Church, Murray.
WKMS contributors Norman and Virginia Elliot of Fancy
Farm and Myra and Torn
Gradisher of Murray received
the large howl and large platter contributed by porcelain
artist Wayne Bates of Murray.
Vernon and Dolores Gantt of
Murray received the Sangean
tabletop HD receiver drawing
wkms.org. Don and Robin
Oakley of Cadiz received the
guitar donated by Leach's Music

Downtown of Paris, Tenn. Don
and Kathie Fleming of Farmington received the overnight
getaway package from Lake
Barkley State Resort Park. Pennyrile Forest State Resort Park
contributed 6 overnight packages received by contributors.
Eton FR300 emergency crank
radios were awarded to 5 contributors in drawings. Paducah's Maiden Alley Cinema and

Museum of the American Quitter's Society provided gift certificates and free passes for firsttime contributors. Peg Hays of
Hopkinsville and Murray residents Randy and Kim Black,
W.A. Franklin, and Candace
Gibson won the tickets for
Garrison Keillor's one-person
show in Madisonville, contributed by the Glema Mahr
Center for the Arts.

Groups will meet at various times
The Center for Health &
Wellness at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will offer several support group meetings
during the month of April,
which will be offered to members, MCCH employees, as
well as the general community.
The Breast Feeding Support
Group will meet on Saturdays,
April 5, 12, 19, and 26 at
10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For more information contact Heather Duffy
at 436-5657.
The Death of a Parent Support Group will meet on Mondays. April 7, 14, 21. and 28
at 7 p.m. If you are interested or need more information.
contact Stephanie Cunningham
at 210-4173.
The Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group will meet Tuesdays, Apnl 8 and 22 at 4:30
p.m. in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board Room.

Free sitter service during the
The Bariatric Support Group
meeting will be offered. For will meet Monday. April 21
more information, contact at 6 p.m. in the center conCindy Ragsdale. Licensed ference Room. For more information contact Kim Royalty
Social Worker, at 762-1278.
The Parkinson's Support at 227-3870.
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet on Tuesdays.
April 8 and 22 at noon in the Group will meet Tuesday. April
George WeaksCommunity Cen- 22 at 6:30 p.m. in the center
ter. It.) eat with the Senior Cit- fclassroom. For more informaizens, come at 11:30 a.m. For tion, contact Evelyn Wallis at
more information, contact Dixie 489-2462 or Angie Hutchings
at 435-4614.
Hopkins at 753-6001.
Compassionate Friends SupThe Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet on Thursport Group will meet Thursday, April 24 at 7:30 p.m. in
day. April 17 at 5:30 p.m. in
the MCCH private dining room
the center classroom. Contact I. Contact
MCCH Chaplain
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557 for Kerry Lambert at 762-1274. or
more information.
Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324
A West Kentucky Chapter for more information.
Lupus Support Group will meet
The Grief Recovery OutMonday, April 21 at 6 p.m. reach Program is a new 12in the Murray-Calloway Coun- week class that began in March.
ty Hospital private dining room For more information, of to
I. This support group will meet sign up for the next class conthe third Monday of every tact MCCH Chaplain Kerry
month.
Lambert at 762-1274.
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Playhouse in the Park
to present own awards
Playhouse in the Park proudly announces the nominees for
the 2008 PIP (Playhouse in the
This event,
Park) Awards.
which is being held as a
fundraiser for the community
theater, is an awards show
designed and set up like the
Tviiy Awards. The PIP Awards
are being created to recognize
the outstanding achievement of
those who have been involved
and volunteered at the Playhouse in the Park throughout
the past year. The Playhouse
hopes to make this an annual
event.
Nominees for this year's
awards are as follows:
BEST LEAD ACTOR In a
Drama
Clayton Tune - The Woman
in Black
A.J. Casey - The Woman
in Black
Ross Bolen (McMurphy) One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest
David Shelton (Potter)
It's a Wonderful Life
Aaron Carpenter - Paper
Thin

BEST LEAD ACTOR In a
Musical
Nathan Ducker (1 he Baker)
-- Into the Woods
Justin Schuring (Jack) - Into
the Woods
Will Blackford (Troy Bolton)
- High School Musical
Logan English (Ryan Evans)
- High School Musical

BEST LEAD ACTRESS In
Drama
Stacey Smith (Nurse Retchett) - One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Brenda Hines (Clara the
Angel) - Its a Wonderful Life
Jessica Norwood (Mary Bailey) - It's a Wonderful Life
Paper Thin
Lydia Davis

BEST LEAD ACTRESS In
a Musical
Amanda JO Maguire (Patsy
Cline) - Always, Patsy Cline
Rebecca
Watts (Louise
Stieger) - Always, Patsy Cline
Elizabeth Powell (Baker's
Wife) -- Into the Woods
Jodi Keen (Witch) - Into the
Woods
Beth Lee (Gabnella Montez)
- High School Musical
Alex Bloodwortn (Sharpay
Evans) -- High School Musical

BEST SUPPORTING (FEATURED) ACTOR In a Drama
Jeff Miller - One Flew Ova(
the Cuckoo's Nest
Edwin Richerson - One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Scott Edwards - One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Dick Garretson (Uncle Billy)
-- It's a Wonderful Life
Chris Satterwhite (Mr. Martinez) - ifs a Wonderful Life

BEST SUPPORTING (FEATURED) ACTOR In • Musical
Mark

Borum

(Cindere)la's

Prince) - Into the Woods
Josh
Ricks (Rapunzel's
Prince) - Into the Woods
Josh Ortner (Zeke) - High
School Musical
Adam Miller - High School
Musical
Andre Foster(Chad Danforth)
- High Scnool Musical

BEST SUPPORTING (FEATURED)ACTRESS In a Drama
One Flew
Katie Frank
Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Fran Miller - It's a Wonderful Life
Kay Scarbrough - It's a
Wonderful Life
Shy Underhill - It's a Wonderful Life
Eve Levitz - It's a Wonderful Life (youth)

derful Life
Stephen Keene
School Musical

-

High

BEST LIGHTING DESIGN
Ross Bolen - The Woman
in Black
Ross Bolen
Always, Patsy
Cline
Ross Bolen - One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Don Fleming, Jana Little -It's a Wonderful Life
Don Fleming -- Paper Thin
Ross Bolen into the Woods
High School
Ross Bolen
Musical

BEST COSTUME DESIGN
Bobby Maglaughlm - The
Woman in Black
Kay Scarbrough and Brenda Hines - Always, Patsy Cline
Amy Crosier - One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Jennifer Rounds - It's a
Wonderful Life
Jennifer Rounds - Into the
Woods
Randy Johnson - High
School Musical

Swingin'Saxes: Saxophonists of the Murray State University Jazz Orchestra get into the action
on a recent concert appearance for the Kentucky Music Educators Association in Louisville
Pictured left to right are Jordan Raspberry of Pans Tenn., Chns Watson of Evansville Ind., Josh_
Hyatt of Murray, David Harper of Cadiz, James Kyle Damron of Murray and Rachel Tarry of
Wiimore.

MSU 'swings into Spring'

"Swing into Spring" with the Murray State
University Jazz Ensembles in Concert, Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in historic Lovett Auditorium.
BEST SUPPORTING (FEAThe university's Jazz Band, Jazz Combo and
TURED) ACTRESS in a MusiJazz Orchestra will be presenting a program of
cal
jazz classics and big band standards.
Sarah M. Hines (Little Red
Todd E. Hill is the director of Jazz EnsemRiding Hood) - Into the Woods
bles at Murray State University. Professional
Alexandria M. Farris (Rapuntrumpeter and bandleader Dick Garretson will
zei) - Into the Woods
be a special featured guest on trumpet and
Eli Ortt (The Giant) - Into
flugelhorn.
the Woods
The concert is free and the public is invitMAKEUP/HAIR
BEST
Holly Bloodworth (Mrs. Dared.
DESIGN
bus) - High School Musical
The MSU Jazz Band (formerly known as
Lauren Cecil - The Woman
Hannah Riley (Keisi Neilson)
Jazz Band 2) will open the program with jazz
in Black
- High School Musical
standards such as Count Basic's "Lir Darlin',"
Chaney Boatright - High
Thad Jones' "Don't Get Sassy," Horace SilAnia
Phillips
(Taylor
School Musical
ver's "Nutville," Milt Jackson's "Bags' Groove
McKessie) - High School MusiBEST SOUND DESIGN
and Antonio Carlos Jobies bossa "Corcovacal
Rob Blumrick - The Woman do," also known as "Quiet Night of Quiet
BEST DIRECTOR/Drama Stars."
'Stephen Keene & *Leslie in Black
The MSU Jazz Combo will follow and is
Stephen Keene - One Flew
Owens
drawn from members of the University's preDerek Owen - The Woman Over the Cuckoo's Nest
mier jazz ensemble. the Jazz Orchestra. The group
BEST CHOREOGRAPHY
in Black
features David Harper on alto sax, Matt Roark
MarTeze Hammonds, JenJeff Miller - One Flew Over
on trombone, Angela Mosley on piano, Brent
nifer Riley - High School Musi- Webster on guitar, Brad Hammack on string
the Cuckoo's Nest
Matthew Markgraf - Paper cal
bass and Joe Tarry on drums. The group will
BEST MUSICAL DIREC- be playing jazz standards showcasing their
Thin
improvisational skills.
Rebecca Watts - It's a Won- TION
Stephen Keene
I010 the
The MSU Jazz Orchestra will be performderful Life
ing selections drawn from their exam-I:ye reperBEST DIRECTOR/Musicigtat_
- on
re including Come
"Freddie Face,Molly 6100desSiev-larreadurft
*Stacey Smith
go Santamaria's "MI6 Blue,"•femme for
Floss Bolen - Always, Patsy Hines. Stephen Keene: Aman- the trombone section On a Clear Day You
da McGuire - High School
Cline
Can See Forever," an up-tempo swing arrangeRoss Bolen -- Into the Woods Musical
ment of "It Might as well be Spring," "Spring
BEST SPECIAL EFFECTS
Holly Bloodworth, Stephen
Keene - High School Musical

BEST STAGE MANAGER Presenters - *Tracy Franklin
& Don Fleming
The
Ashley
McLean
Woman in Black
Dutch Warren - Always,
Patsy Cline
Jeremy William Osborne One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest
C. Scott Edwards, Logan
English, Sarah Tomlin - It's a
Wonderful Life
Scott Edwards - Into the
Woods
Scot! Edwards - High School
Musical
Asia Burnett - Paper Thin

BEST SET DESIGN
The Woman
Derek Owen
in Black
Dan Fleming - Always. Patsy
Cline
Frank Einstein - One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Its a WonDan Fleming

Can Really Hang You Up the Most," and a
new arrangement by Garretson in which his
playing will be featured, Keith Jarrett's "Lucky
Southern."
Members of the MSU Jazz Band include
saxophonists Josh Byrne of New Concord, Tom
Haley of Benton, Ashley Boaz of Princeton,
Andrew Lundy and Marshall Shank of Owensboro and DeShaun Grinstead of Henderson. Trumpets include Keith Dossett of Central City,
Mary Coleman of Murray, T.J. Robinson of
Murray, Aaron Greene of Mayfield and Sahun
Linton of West Paducah. Trombonists are Cody
Wells of Lexington, Mike Owen of Henderson,
Seth Peveler of Bremen and Josh Cole of Hopkinsville. The rhythm section is Jonathan Nash
of Paris. Tenn., on piano, guitarist J.C. Stewart of Wingo, bassist Ziich Coffey of Dawson
Springs and drummer Morgan McCall of Madisonville.
Members of the MSU Jazz Orchestra include
saxophonists David Harper of Cadiz, Chris Watson of Evansville. Ind., Josh Hyatt of Murray,
Jordan Raspberry of Paris, Tenn., Rachel Dinwiddie Tarry of Wilmore and James-Kyle Damron or Murray. Trumpets are Jon Nash of Paris,
Grant Jones of Central City, Nick Calcamuggio of Carmel, Ind., Kevin Dame of Marmot]
and Jacob Huff of Owensboro. Trombones include
Shaun Saulsberry of Central City, Matt Roark
of Sumner, Ill., Tim Hutchens of Murray, Jacob
Carroll of Central City and Anthony Darnell
of .Mayfield. Rhyden,conaists of pianist Angela
Motley of Puryear, guitarist Brent Webster 01
Louisville, bassist iirstt4Pammack of Paducah,
drummer Joe Tarry IV of Williamsburg and :
auxiliary percussionist Sam Trevathan of Mur- '
ray.

Dan Fleming, Don Fleming
- One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Dan Flaming - Into the
Woods

PIP ICON AWARD
Brenda Hines
Stephen Keene
Jeff Miller
TBA - selected by the Special Programs Committee

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
AWARD

PRIMICUR
The 34th Annual Miss Spring section
will be published later this month.

TBA - selected by the Special Programs Committee

Nominees were selected by
the Special Programming Committee.
The event will be held on
April 12 at 6 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. This semiformal Red Carpet event will
be complete with hors d'oeuvres, performances, and the
presentation of awards.
The host for this year's PIP
Awards is Robert Valentine.

MISSES SPRING 2008
LAKEN PEAL & ALLIE THOMPSON
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RACER FOOTBALL

MICHAEL DANN
Ledger & Times
Williams
Nathan
was granted a sixth
year of eligibility by
the NCAA after
tearing his ACL in
the first game of
the season last
year at Louisville.
In this photo, the
Murray State linebacker looks on at
eadymorning practice.

Redeemed!
GRANTED EXTRA YEAR, WILLIAMS READY TO MAKE THE BEST
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
"Come summertime, there will be no
stings on Nathan Williams when it comes to
what he can do on the football field
However, for the Murray State University
sirior. all he can do right now is don the pads
Aid run through workouts.
$And maybe that's enough for the former
Array High standout, but if you really know
Williams, that's about as believable as set..
tling for watching from the sidelines.

Williams tort his ACE. in last year's season opener at the University of Louisville.
After a long and lengthy process, Williams
was recently granted his sixth year of eligibility and allowed to return to the Mum" State
football team, ultimately to finish what he
started.
Racer head coach Matt Griffin joked that
his goal for Williams this year is to just make
all 12 coin flips, but the third-year head coach
isn't laughing when he admits that getting
Williams for another season was really his

biggest recruit or signee in the offseason.
Williams obviously has other plans.
"My biggest goal is to get back to the level
I was before I got hurt and then take another
step forward by the time August rolls
around." he said.
Williams says that he's all but healed and
even cleared by the doctors, However, MSU
coaches are taking the precaution of only letting Williams run through drills until spring
•See WILLLIAMS, 28

CALLO WAY COUNTY ROUNDUP

MURRAY STATE BASEBALL

Five hurlers
toss Lakers
to win
FOUR-RUN SECOND INNING
BREAKS GAME OPEN FOR CCHS
Staff Report
The Calloway County High School baseball team
moved to 4-1 on the season, knocking off St. Mary 7-3
Tuesday in prep action.
Jacob Burks (2-0) picked up the win for the Ulcers.
Over three innings, Burks allowed Just one run.
Burks also got some support on the mound from
Kyle Crittenden, Gage Workman, Jason Jones and Josh
Reynolds.
Alex Blackwell (0-1) took the loss for the Vikings,
who fall to 1-5 on the year.
St. Mary took a 1-0 lead in the top portion of the first
inning, but the Lakers answered with a run of their own
in the bottom half and then broke open the game with
four runs in the bottom of the second and another run in
the third.
The Vikings got a run in both the fourth and fifth
inning to cut the deficit in half before Calloway
answered with one more run in the sixth inning.
Austin Hargrove led all Laker batters at the plate.
going 2-for-2 with two hits, two runs scored and two
RBIs.
Grant Williams was 1 -for-3 with a home run and
C.J. Dial was 2-for-3.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8, Times
Brad Rowland pitched four strong innings for the Thoroughbreds Wednesday in Game I of their doubleheader with Belmont. Rowland allowed one run on one hit and struck out four, despite getting the win.

Walk-off winner
a'

LATE-GAME HEROICS HELP 'BREDS SWEEP BELMONT

.By MSU Sports Information
::„ Murray State took two games
from Belmont in a Wednesday
afternoon
doubleheader
at
Reagan Field, winning 4-3 and 754
li Andrew Cella delivered a
walk-off pinch-hit single down
the left-field line to score Brooks
Thornton from third as Murray
State defeated Belmont 4-3 in
nine innings in the first game of a
doubleheader Wednesday afternoon at Johnny Reagan Field.
Thornton started the inning
with a single up the middle and
went to second on Matt Scheer's
sacrifice bunt. After a flyout to
center advanced the runner to
third. Cella stepped to the plate
!
and delivered the game-winning
I hit.
t The Bruins (8-17) got on the
.board in the first inning as Packy
:iakins drew a leadoff walk and
,
...scored on a fielding error by the
left fielder following a single to
• left.
.
BU added a run in the third
sinning as Vinny Casha blooped a
o:clouble into left field in front of a
diving Elliot Frey. After advanc(ing to third on a failed pickoff
attempt by the catcher. Casha
• scored on Mark Noth's sacrifice
fly in foul territory in right field.
The •Breds (9-11) were able to
. tie the game in the fourth inning
.,as Wes Cunningham delivered a
1:. bunt single and went to second on
;;the throwing error by the pitcher.
Taylor Thieke put runners on the
comers with a single to right center before Thornton plated
t:.Cunningham with a single
'through the left side. After Matt
7 Phillips advanced both runners
: with a sacrifice bunt. Tyler Owen
. drove in a run with a grounder to
short.

P

/

1
r

MSU took its first lead in the
sixth inning as Thornton delivered an inside-the-park home run
to left field.
The Bruins answered right
hack with one out in the seventh
as Derek Wiley delivered a solo
shot to left.
Thornton finished the day by
going 3-for-4 with two RBIs and
a pair of runs scored.
Matt McGaha (2-0) earned the
victory as he pitched two perfect
innings with two strikeouts. Ross
Moffitt (0-1) took the loss after
allowing one run on two hits in
two-thirds of an inning.
In the second game. Murray
State scored four runs in the bottom of the sixth inning to erase a
one-run deficit and complete a
doubleheader sweep with a 7-4
victory over Belmont at Reagan
Field.
Kyle Tiernan started the rally
with a double to left field and
went to third on a wild pitch. With
one out, Chris Craycraft tied the
game with a pinch-hit RBI single
through the left side. With two
outs and a runner on second.
Elliot Frey delivered an RBI double to right center and scored on
Wes Cunningham's triple to right
field. Cunningham would score
the fourth run of the inning on a
balk.
The 'Eireds (10-11) got on the
board in the first inning as Matt
Phillips and Frey drew back-toback walks. Cunningham sacrificed both runners into scoring
position before Brooks Thornton
delivered an RBI single down the
right-field line. After another
walk loaded the bases, Matt Hon
drove in the second run with an
opposite field single to left.
The Bruins (8-18) got a run
back in the second as Daniel

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Sophomore pitcher Daniel Calhoun releases this pitch in
the first inning of the second game of Sunday's doubleheader Calhoun went six-plus innings and gave up five
Wagner delivered a bunt single
and stole second. With one out,
Matt Zelho delivered an RBI single to left center.

BU gained the lead in the fifth
inning as a single and a pair of
walks loaded the bases with no
•see BREDS. 28

RACER FOOTBALL

Mother Nature
kind to MSU
THURSDAY MORNING
SHOWERS HOLD OFF
By MSU Sports Information
Mother nature cooperated on Thursday morning as
the skies stayed clear just long enough for Murray State
to conduct its sixth workout of the Spring. The rain
stopped just to the
start of practice
and then returned
about an hour after
the completion.
'The Racers continued to work on
their fundamentals
on the offensive
and defensive sides
of the ball and tried
to continue to get
better every day.
"We're getting
better," said head
coach Man Griffin.
"One of the things
we stress is to get
better each day and
I think we have
done that. Overall,
any coach in any
sport wants to see
them
conipete
every second they
are out there. We MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
are starting to Sophomore quarterback Jeff
come that with age Ehrhardt drops back to pass
and maturity. We in a recent early morning pracJust need to keep
toe at Stewart Stadium.
steering them in
theTh
rigehtRdaicrzs
tion.battled through some sluggish times at
the beginning of practice to rebound for a strong finish.
The team worked on third-and-three situations. 'The
offense had a few big plays on the legs of Charlie
Jordan, but when it was all said and done, the defense
came tut on top as they stopped fullback Bryan
Cardenas a half-yard short on the final play. •
-We had some mental errors in a couple of periods,
but we finished with a competitive drill and it went
down to the wire with competitive fight," said Griffin.
"Being tired and having a couple guys beat up. they
fought their butts oft."
The Racers return to the practice field on Friday at 4
p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
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NI ROUNDUP
UK HOOPS
Nationals off Patterson recovering from ankle surgery
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API
in a cast and crutches for up to
The university says guard
to 3-0 start Kentucky
freshman forward six weeks and likely won't be Jodie Meeks will meet with docPatrick Patterson is recovenng
from surtery on his injured left
ankle.
Patterson had surgery to stabilize a stress fracture on the
ankle in Charlotte, N.C., last
week.
Doctors say Pctterson will he

fully healed for four to six
months.
Patterson was one of the few
constants this season for the
Wildcats, averaging 16.4 points
and 7.7 rebounds in 25 games
before being ruled out for the
aeason in late February.

(AP)- For the Washington
:Nattonals, being 3-0 is big news.
•
Tint Redding took a one-hitter Into the eighth inning and
Ryan Zimmerman hit a solo
homer to help the Nationals stay
unbeaten with a 1-0 victory over
the Philadelphia Phillies on
Wednesday night.
'The last time the Washington
TENNESSEE BASKETBALL
Nationals' franchise was 3-0
was. 2003, when the team was
located in Montreal and named
• the. Expos. The last time a baseKNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) McDonald's All-American to
ball team from the nation's cap- -- McDonald's and Parade All- announce he'd play at Tennessee
liar won its first three games was American Scotty Hopson has since Vincent Yarbrough
com19.51, when the Senators started committed to playing at mitted in August 1997, will help
4-0.,
Tennessee next season.
fill a void at guard for the Vols,
.,!•We believe," Redding said.
Hopson, a 6-foot-6, 200- who lose their top two scorers in
"We believe we can compete pound shooting guard at Chris Lofton and Jiduan
Smith.
and • play with anybody in the University Heights Academy in
Hopson averaged 22 points
league,
whether
it's Hopkinsville, Ky., is rated the and II rebounds per game last
Philadelphia, New York, Atlanta ninth-best high school player in season.
or FloriJa."
the nation by Rivals.com.
"I'll have to work hard for all
The defending NL East
"It felt like the right thing for of my minutes," Hopson said. "I
champion Phillies fell to 0-2. me," Hopson told The Knoxville talked to Chris and he was real
Poor starts are nothing new in News Sentincl. "I've always honest with me in telling
me
.Philadelphia.
liked Tennessee growing up."
what to expect and how tough
The Phillies opened 1-6 three
Hopson, who is the first it's going to be."
,
times in the past four years and
were 4-11 after 15 games last
-season.
. •. In other NI games it was, CARDINALS 8, ROCKIES 3
Milwaukee 8, Chicago Cubs 2;
the New York Mets 13, Florida
0; Atlanta 10. Pittsburgh 2;
. Cincinnati 6, Arizona 5.

tors next week to determine
whether to have surgery to
repair a sports hernia. Injuries
limited Meeks to II games this
season for Kentucky, which
went 18-13 and lost to
Marquette in the opening round
of the NCAA Tournament.

UHA's Hopson signs with Pearl, Volunteers
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JODAY S LINEUP SPONSORED Si

Lindy Suiter

608' M4..5, • 751 5842

TOOAY
1102010
•
▪ p.m.
VERSUS - Weitenveights JoshUa
CAciltey (33-2)) vs Jose Lisa Crta (35.wellenvetghts
Yur
3-2). super
Foreman (24-0-0) as Saul Homan (284-0) at New York
GOLF
9.30 a.m.
TGC - European PGA Tour Open de
Ponta*. torsi round at Estoril Portugal
2 p.m.
TOC - PGA Tour Houston Open, hrtit
mond. al Humble TeseS
4 p.m.
PIPN2 - LPGA Kraft Nabisco
Chernpoonsho fust round at Rancho
Mirage. Calif
, MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
I • 10 p.m.
WON - Milwaukee at Chicago Cuba
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
NIT
cnarnponship
E SPN
Massachusetts vs Ohio State at New
Yolk
•p.m.
E'SPN - Exhibason slam dunk and 3pant corniest, at San Anton. lsarneday taps)
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT - Chicago at Cleveland
11:30 p.m.
TWO - Houston at Portland
SOCCER
7 p.m.
MIS New England at
ESPN2
CpiCepo
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - MIS San Jose at Los
Moles
TENN.!
Noon
FSN - ATP/WT. Tour. Sony Ericsson
Open quarterfinals and 'omens's. at
Miami
8 p.m.
FSN
ATP/WTA Tour Sorry ElICSSOn
Open quarterfinals at MOM (les and
same-day lapel

The Vols have already signed
wing Renaldo Woolndge, son of
former NBA player Orlando
Woolridge, and center Philip
Jurick.
Hopson can sign as early as
April 16, the first day of the
spring signing period. He said
he plans to enroll at Tennessee
in the summer and participate in
the summer Pilot Rocky Top
League.
Hopson originally committed
to Mississippi State and said he
also considered Louisville,
Cincinnati and Kentucky.

Rick Ankiel has 3 hits, big defensive
play in Cardinals' win over Rockies

ST. LOUIS (AP)
New St.
Louis Cardinals center fielder
Rick Ankiel had a game that
would have made Jim Edmonds
proud.
Ankiel. the former wild lefthander who resurrected his
zareer as a power-hitting outfielder last year and now is
Edmonds' replacement. homered, singled twice and made a
diving catch in an 8-3 victory
over the Colorado Rockies on
Wednesday night. Manager
Tony La Russa said Ankiel looks
like a player with a half-dozen
years of major league hitting
experience.
"I just like the way he goes
about it,- La Russa said. "It's
remarkable how proficient he is
with au few big league at-bats."
• Todd Wellerneyer (I-0)
struck' Out six in five strong
innings, Ryan Ludwick had
three hits and three RBIs and
Rico Washington drove in an
insurance run with his first
career hit after nearly 4,000
minor league at-bats in a fourrun eighth.
"I had to stay positive and
keep going at it and hoping that
this day would come true for
me," Washington said. "It finally happened and I've just got to
thank the Cardinals and thank
everybody that gave me this
chance and believing in me that
I can play here.
"It's more beautiful when
you win and you get the first hit.
too."
Brad Hawpe had a home run
and RBI double for the defending NI champion Rockies, who

CHRIS LEE I AP

Louis Cardinals center fielder Rick Ankiel catches a
ball hit by Colorado Rockies Willy Tavares for an out in
the third inning of Wednesdays game in St. Louis.
St.

were 2-1 winners in the opener
Tuesday. Aaron Cook (0-I) gave
up four runs and six hits in six
innings, and left trailing 4-1.
"Overall, I felt pretty good
with most of my locations."
Cook said. "It's just the sinker
wasn't quite down the way it
usually is. It's just the bad ones I
made that they capitalized on.Albert Pujols was 2-for-2
with three walks and an RBI for
the Cardinals, whose string of
165 consecutive regular-season
sellouts ended with announced
attendance of 39.915 in 51 degree chill.
That's about 4,000 shy of

capacity at Busch Stadium,
which opened in 2006.
Ankiel homered in the fourth
and singled twice, the three-hit
game matching his career best.
His diving catch robbed Willy
Taveras to start the third,
although he made A fielding
error in the seventh when caught
between hops on Taveras' RBI
single. Hawpe homered to lead
off the fourth and his RBI double in the eighth cut the deficit to
4-3.
The 29-year-old Washington,
who toiled for II minor league
seasons, had a pinch-hit RBI
double in the eighth.

•'Breds
From Page 1B
outs. Carlo Testa drove in a pair
of runs with a single to center
and the third run of the inning
scored on a throwing error.
MSU got a run back in the
home half of the inning as
Phillips singled to center and
Frey was hit by a pitch. After
another Cunningham sacnfice

bunt. Thornton came through
again with another RBI single to
center field
Thornton collected two hits
and drove in :wo runs in the second game and finished the day
by going 5-for-8 with four RBIs:
Tiernan added two hits.
Anthony Stacy (1-0) picked
up the victory by allowing one

_Murray I

Murray Ledger

hit over two innings. Chris
Manning 11-21 took the loss
after allowing three runs on
three hits in one inning of work.
The 'Breds open a threegame OVC series against
Southeast Missoun on Apnl 5
The Saturday doubleheader is
set to begin at 1 p.m. in Cape
Girardeau.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League
Al A Glance
By The Associaliso Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct
Boston
3
1 750
Baltimore
1
1 500
1
1 500
Nee York
1
1 500
Tampa Bay
1
1 5(10
Toronto
Cent,* Division
W
I. Pot
Cleveland
2 01 COO
Kansas City
2 01 000
Minnesota
1
2 333 1
Detroit
0 2000
Chicago
0 2 000
West Division
W
L Pct
LOS Angeles
2
1 667
1.667
Seattle
2
Texas
1
2 333
Oakland
1
3 250 1

GB
1
I
1
1
GB
--1/2
2
2
GB
I
1/2

Tuesday's Games
N V Yankees 3. Toronto 2
L A Angels 9 Afinnesota 1
Boston 2. Oakland I
Texas 5. Seattle 4
weanestisys Games
Kansas City 4. Detroit 0
Boston 5. Oakland 0
Toronto 5, N Y Yankees 2
Baltimore 9. Tampa Bay 6
Cleveland 7. Chicago White Sox 2
L A Angels 1, Minnesota 0
Seattle 4. Texas I
Thursday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Dents 6-13) at
Cleveland (Byrd 15-8). 1106 am
Kansas City (Ortionks 7-7) at Detroit
(Bonderrnan 11-9). 12.05 p m
L.A. Angeis (Santana 7-14) at
Minnesota (Stowey 4-I), 12.10 p.m.
Toronto (McGowan 12-10) Si NY
Yankees(Hughet 5-3), 6.05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Sonnansiine 8-10) at
Baltimore Ifredisol 7-11). 6 05 p m
Fridays Gems*
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 10-17)
at Detroit (Robertson 9-13). 12:06 p
Temps Bay (Jackson 5-15) at N.Y
Yankees (Kennedy 1-0), 6:06 p.m.
Seattle (Washburn 10.15) el Balernors
(Laewen 2-0). 6 05 p.m
Boston (Wakefield 17-12) at Toronto
(Marcum 12-6), 6 15 p m
Kansas Cal'(Bale 1-1) at Minnesota
(Baker 9-9) 7 10 p
Texas (Gabbard 8-1) al LA Angels
(Moseley 4-3). 1105 pm
Cleveland (Westbrook 8-9) at Oakland
(Duchscherer 331. 9:06 pm

National League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
3 01 000 Weshington
2
1 667
1
New York
1
2.333
Florida
2
t
2 333
Atlanta
2
Philadelphia
0 2 000 2 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pot OS
2 01 000
1
1 500
Cincinnati
1
1
1 500
PrIlsburgh
I
1
1 500
St Louis
1
1
2 333 1 1/2
Houston
0 2 000
Chicago
2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
-2
1 667
Los Angeles
1.667
2
San Diego
1
1 500 1/2
Anzona
1
1 500 1/2
Colorado
1
2 333
San Francisco
1

Sa

Tuesday's Games
Florida 5 NY Meta 4. 10 inntnqs
Colorado 2. St Louis 1
San Diego 2. Houston I
IA. Dodgers 3 San Francisco 2
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee El, Chicago Cubs 2
Washington 1 Philadelphia 0
NY Melts 13. Florida 0
Atlanta IS Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 6. Anzona 5
• St Louis 8, Colorado 3
Houston 9. San Diego 6
San Francisco 2. L A. Dodgers I
Thursday's Games
Arizona (Davis 13-12) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 0-0). 11 35 p m
8-8) et
Washington (Bergmann
Philadelphia (Moyer 14-121, 12,05 pm
Colorado (Jimenez 4-4) at St. Louis
(Thompson 8-8), 12,15 p.m.
Milwaukee (Bush 12-10) at Chicago
Cubs (Dempster 2-7). 1,20 pm
Houston (Chem. 5-4) at San Diego
(Woe 9-6). 2 35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Duke 3-8) al Atlanta
(Hampton 0.01 8.10 p.m
FrIday's Games
San Francisco (Sanchez 1-5) at
Mawsukee (Wianueva 8-5). I 06 p.m
Houston (Sampaon 7-8) at Chicago
Cubs (Hill 11-8), I 20 p.m
Arizona (Owings 8-8) al Colorado
(Redman 2-4), 3:05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Morris 10-11) at Florida
(Olsen 10-151. 6 10 p.m
Philadielprota (Kendrick
10-4) Al
Cincinnati (Fogg 10-9).6 io p rn
NY Meta (Mane 15-10) a! Atlanta
(Tido:Non 16-10(6.35 p.m
WmPlnlieno )eerez 6.11) Ill St Louis
(beeper I 2-12). 7 15 p m
L.A Dodgers (Kuroda 0-0101 San Diego
(Germano 7.10). 9:05 p.m
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B
crlefS
SPOrb
o The c

HS boys basketball banquet is scheduled for April 27, 2008
at Kaniake State Blood Park from 2-5 p.m The cost is $15 per guest
There is no charge for players Or ChOSMOSOMS. Meddle maks reservabons
to Christie Arnold at (270) 438-2132 or email at christopherewk net All
reservations need to be made by April 14

•

•The Marshall County Parks First Annual Men's Open ASA Slow
Pitch Spring Fling Softball Tournament will be held Friday. April 4 through
Saturday, April 5 at Mike Miller County Pails Field No 5. It will be a double elimination bracket with all games starting Friday evening. Call Troy
Kirkendall at 527-5284 to register or if you have any questions Fiainout
dates are Apnl 11-12. There is an 8-team limit, so register today

!WOULD lei
Laura
- McKinney
any inform,
to
PO
Murray. KY

•The SUPERBASS Kentucky LI31 Dension Tournament will be held
on Kentucky Lake Sunday. April 6 from 1330 a.m. to 3 p.m. There is a
9.120 entry fee and anglers will laurkh from Xis-lake Manna Visit
Wviw superbasstournaments.00rn for more details

BUSY met
has openini
time LPN
Forward ri
P.0
Box
'Me-ray. KY

II Calloway County will hold its volleyball camp Apnl 26 from 9 a.m to
noon at the CO-IS gymnasium. The camp Is for girls in 5th through 8th
grade and there is a $25 registration cost if you register before Aprfl 15.
$30 after Apnl 15 Registration will begin at 8:3C a.m. For more information call Kim Phillips after 2 p m. at 227-8619
Have you ever imagined winning a medal at the Olympics? If you're
between the ages of 8 and 13. this could be your chancel
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MI Lake Barkley State Resort Park in Cadiz is hosting a local Junior
Olympic Skills Competition on April 5 and April 12 beginning at 9 a m
Youngsters can participate free in either of these Junior Olympics qualifying events tor an opportunity to advance to the regional and national level
This free grassroots youth participation program allows boys and gals
competing separately, the opportunity to showcase their athletic abilities
in four athletic events -- basketball, soccer, tennis and track & held The
program is designed to encourage youth participation in sport while pro
moting sportsmanship
These Junto( Olympic events are part of the Barkley Spring Fling
offenng a variety of family- and kid-oriented daily aerobes during the
Spring Break weeks from March 31st to Apnt 12th For more information
on the Junica Olympics, Spring Fhng events, Or any other Lake Baride
events. cal! 1-800-325-1 708 and ask for Nick Or Jenny.
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From Page 1B
concludes with the
Spnng Game on Apnl 19th at
noon.
"I hate watching othei people, especially when I know it
should be me out there." he said.
"Sitting is not fun for me. I sat
last year and I hated it. I don't
intend to do that again this
year.With that being said.
Williams is working twice as
hard to get that sour taste out of
his mouth. but he d Is.) realizes
how lucky he is to he able to do
practice

"It's been great to he able to
put on the pads again, going out
there with the team and just
doing the stuff that I can do. In
putting just as much effort into
that right now as I am anything
else cause I know it's all I'm
going to he able to do in practice.
"I know I'm very blessed,
very lucky and grateful. I'm
glad they have that rule, that's
for sure!"

Williams and the Racers just
concluded their sixth spring
practice today and still have
eight more before they play their
spring gante
Of the six practices, four ot
them have been at 5:30 a.m
sounding the alarm bright and
early for Williams.
"The coaches said to just pre
tend it was nighttime,- Williams
added.
Despite his own workouts
and ability to get himself back in
shape, Williams has seen a vast
improvement in the overall
makeup of the team in just a
short amount of time.
"The biggest thing throughout this whole process is we're
starting to grow up." he said
"Guys are starting to progress
and are getting used to the speed
and tempo.
"We're still progressiag and
getting better everyday. I don'!
feel like this year, we're taking
two steps forward and then two
steps back. It's been a steady
progression."
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PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon fleuh Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Saturday April 5th 2008 0300 cm.
Unita to he sold are B-87. B-88, 11-9, C-A10
due to non-payment
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e
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Letica Corporation in Fulton, a three shift operation and leading
plastic/paper packaging manufacturer, is seeking motivated individuals to
join our team at Ocr Fulton, KY location in the following positions.
• Production Workers
Must be 18 years of age
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THE Murray Ledger 8,
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
.their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
- accept any responsibility whatsoevsii for their
activities
UNFORTUNATELY
• Sandra D's will be dos, mg April 4th. ! have
appreciated my customers and enjoyed
serving you Thanks
. again Sandra D's
-WOULD like to contact
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• McKinney II you have
any information send
to
PO Box 592
Murray, KY 42071
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BUSY medical office
has opening for a ful
, time LPN and NP.
Forward resume to.

P.0
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1040-0

Mirray, KY 42071
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Weekend Breakfast
hostess. Must be able
to stand for long pen•
°cis Must have people skills. Hours will
be 5:00 am- 12am
Saturday and Sunday.
Competitive wages

excellent communication and organizational
skills. The candidate
should be proficient
with computers including Microsoft Suite.
Some college education Is preferred as
well as experience in a
professional environment. Excellent benefits package available.
Salary is commensurate wtth expantineci
All resumes should be
submitted by April 14,
2008 to. Jackson
Purchase Medical
Center. 1099 Medical
Center Circle, Attn
Human Resources,
Mayfield, KY 42086.

EDE/ON/M/F
LOCAL
landscaper
needs part-time laborers $8-10 hour possible, based on experience Must be able to
pass drug test, neat in
appearare.a.
Call
(270)293-8923.

LOCAL law firm looking for part-hire or Ultimo legal secretary
Experience required
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-J, Murray
LOOKING to hire per-

When accessing the
'help wanted' section
on Our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to pibrietwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the Johns-mods.00111
are placed through
the Mumy Longer
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any

son(s) with expenence
in residential and commercial building. Quad
Builders
State
(270)978-1389

the Murray area
lob listings Thank you
- DO you love working
with kids?

Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
APIA),at
Wee Care
1090. 15th St,
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FOUR Rivers Internal
Medicine. Paducah.
KY, seeking NP, excellent benefits. Fax CV
resume to. (270)444 8302.
'FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
'Plaza Lodge- Apply hr
person after 7:00PM
, only.
MARKETING

'Pleasant voices seeded for easy phone
, work. No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
kionday-Enday $7516 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 762-9912

Must be eligible to work in the United States
Must have stable won' nistory
• Infection Mold Technicians

prior experience required
Prerequisites for this position include hvo (2) years minimum experience in
infection, molding, pneumatics, electrical, PLC's. welding. retngeration. and
overall manufactunng plant maintenance.
We offer a competitive salary and excellent company paid benetrts package

Including medical, dental, vision, 401(k), and profit shanng.
Please send resume to:

JACKSON Purchase
Medical Center has an
opening for a full-time
Administrative
Assistant. The candidate should possess

DISCLAIMER

queliiOns retarding

'S
pnng
have
/ their

HAMPTON INN 8
Suites- Murray, KY
is looking for a

PERSONAL
Care
Assistant needed for
handicap
woman.
Assist with personal
hygiene, meal preparation, housekeeping,
misc.
tasks.
References required
Salary based on experience flexible hours
(270) 436-6360, leave
message

NEED full-time help
Start immediately No
experience necessary
Will train. Hourly plus
bonuses
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
Fairdealtrig.

OTR drivers reeciiiid.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
MVR.(800)488-6087
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonlc
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
SKILLED sheet metal
and HVAC mechanics.
Pay scale from $18.00838.00 per hour. Send
resume to P.O Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071.
NOW hiring servers,
cashiers and pizza
cook. Apply in person
at Tom's Pizza after
1•00prn.

LE-11CA CORPORATION
do Chris Pan*, RR Manager
191 industrial Park Drive, Fulton, KY 42041

Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus convnission. Salary will be based on
experience.

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, K1'42071

HELP WANTED
Home for the developmentally disabled located
in Paducah, KY has an immediate opening for
a live-in Resident Manager. Individual applicants or couples may apply. This is a full time
position with excellent fringe benefits
Housing is provided. Experience in developmental disabilities is preferred Applicant must
be 21 years of age Background checks
required for all states resided/worked in over
the past year. Please forward resume to Anne
Thurman, Human Resource Director. Four
Rivers Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway.
Paducah, KY 42001. Open until filled. EOL

SALES ASSOCIATE
Full Time Position
Competitive Wages & Benefits
Sales/Marketing -Truck 8 Auto Accessories

•Bachisioes Degree or 2-4 yes Sales
-Order Entry/ Customer
+owe'Teamwork'Attention to Detail
*Advanced MSOffice
*Computer SItithe Motivated/Organizational
SklSs

.Willingness to team products & pricing
structures
Mall resume to:
209 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020
Email: SelesOkseeagM.com

Business leacher
Needed
Al the Mayfield/Graves
County Area Technology Center
Mayfield. Kentucky

=L.
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
a Purchasing/Logistics
Agent.
This position requires
your involvement in all
levels of the supply
chain. Essential functions include obtaining
materials at the lowest
cost while considering
quality, reliability of
sources and urgency
of delivery. As the successful candidate you
will work with the
Production Scheduler
to bnng in product in
support of lean many-

factunng. Additionally,
you will interview vendors, select suppliers,
develop RFC's, study
market trends and analyze quotes.
Candidates must have
5. years of purchasing
experience
Electronics purchasing
and MRP knowledge is
a plus. Strong communication and computer

skills are required

position with local company has an opening
for a self-motivated
manufacturing manager
Out of the box
thinkers are encouraged to apply To be
successful in this role

10.5 month position with full Kentucky State
employee benefits

direct supervision of
several departments

Weal

PART time RN needed
for busy medical office
with potential for full
time Send resume to

Ithaisd
PART lime
Housekeeping, day
hours Susan 4362345

P.O. Box 630. Murray
TAKING applications.
cashier/waitress, cook.
Apply
in
person .
Karen's Wildcat 4365051

.01 DC ivr• tv.i//
Off A 'to

r4.4,

'eirrair Leitqc, '
'753-191 b

wage and benefit package
commensurate
with experience.
Please

send

your
resume to the following
address

SCRAP
CARS

you

will

need

riot

limited to

Develop/implement/ad
minister
production/processing

-.,, ;Nilo

(270)7531713

***Charier Finance"'
WI
Articles
For Sete

r,ov

process problems.
Insure the economical
use of labor, material,
supplies, machines,
and equipment.
Recommend
and
implement improve-

t
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12X24 lofted, storage
building with front
porch,
like
new
$3,500.(270)492-8222
(270)293-2531

I

1 / I

3

1111

alE71:71111see

CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270759-9553

F110$1111913.

Cafripiers
MDM COMPUTERS

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

I 2006 Northern Built

761-7653

.1

Medium
blue/green
sectional sofa with 2
recliners and queen
size bed, very good
condition, $350, 4366275 after 5pm.

4890.
600 senes commercial
ice maker with bin,
$700 753-9455 before

2pm. 227-8564 after
2pm.

110erdes

FABRIC Sale- April
161-6M. Quilting Cotton
& flannel $2.00 a yard.
Fabric & Embroidery
Cr Midway between
Murray and Hazel
Open 10:45 till 5:30.
(270)492-8011

CUB Cadet Lawn
Mower, 2006, like new,
$1.500. (270)752-6217
cell of (270)767-9182.

Unitel
Way

GRAPHITE,
Tour
Edge, women's woods.
driver, 3 and 5 Like
new $70 759-3881

feen&Segrivirli
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pets. 753-9666.

FOR SALE. 25 HP
Shibaura, 4x4 Tractor

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970

bushhog, $400 4' alter
$800.
(270)978-0543
or
(270)436-5277 after
6Pfri.

JD 600 hliboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500.(502)550-4000

Plano, $1000

767

0898

1 OR 2te apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1&2 BR apts. 1 -year
lease, 1BR $350.00,
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559
1-BR APPLIANCES
included. Partial utilities paid. $.300 per me.
752-0456
1BR, 411-1/2 S. 8th
St.. 5265/mo + security 474-2520
BR
dupliffi,
washer/dryer. CA/A.
1, 2, 3 BR apartments.
753-0606 753-1252
761-369a
2

2000 Legend 16x82,
38R, 213A. like new
(270)489-2525

.
1i
April
1
d Showers" A I,
,1
11 cif)gring May*u;1
I
j Flowers!
iI
o
' , MUNRO
:1 LEDGER &TIMES :1
e liemmeDeMvery
Local Mall !:
3 me.-.JONI.
6ow-Mile 3ow -----$30i08
=
I yx -.-620.1111 6apa_s

e
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i ,1-11 ,
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Hills. It

Norms Rental
NIC0 2 BR trailer, no

WSW/ mccunitselmey.coen

NO PTO, good grading

Gave $500 Yell take
5300 759-3881

\ -)1 1 \
1

93
Fleetwood
Reflections
16x80
mobile
home.
38R+2BA. NI appliances included, porches and carport. Serious

Small 28R, $225. 7536012.

tractor 5' disk, $500. 5'
finish mower, $500 5'

SATELLITE System
FREE

!AEC snare drum and
bell lot Great for student starting band

(270)527-1451 ask Mr
Glen or Donna.
•

Whet Matter,
807 Poplar St # F

140 Television*
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:

riding lawn mower,
14.5HP, 38in, cut.,
electric start, serviced
in faN, looks new,$550
767-1677

I6x72 Fleetwood 2BR,
with huge 1004* front
porch. Shingle roof,
vinyl siding, simulated
brick skirting. Priced at
$29,900, with $1,600
down, $292 mortthly
Located in Hardt,.
Must
be
moved.

inquiries only $14,000,
(270) 227-0379

759.3554

Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 121T,
Murray

1995
16x60
Fleetwood,2 BR, 1 BA,
fresh paint and wallpaper $9.000 293-7942

We sell new & used.

40' round glass top,
bar height table with 4
chairs. Cali (270)759-

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
Service 759-9831

0250, 703-5804, leave

Need furniture

227-

Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Sateilite. 759-0901

1983 Fairmont 1470,
3 BR 1.5 BA, LR pull
out. Riviera CI 51. 753-

Wilectlialla

18 Holiday Barbie's 88China
05,
$250.
Cabinet, $75. Old

$75.

$2,950 down, $435 per
mo. 55 Jessica Ln.
Bonnie
Byerly,
Principal Broker, 7520729.

WARD ELKIN.
,

1 person go-can, 5hp
Briggs engine, $200.
978-1313 after 3prn.

dresser.
3913.

16x80 2 BR, 2 BA.

111AVIE

AROVII

AS Other Mall
Substriptlests
3la&.---$76A6

I6
3"..
kee.
----11.016
-117616 6
rr--$13106 I yr..-....-414116111
e
Check

\ 1 .1..\()Vssif \\\ \

methods and controls
to meet quality standards in most cost efficient manner in a local
manufacturing facility.
Investigates
and
work -inresolves

Unbelievable Deals.

Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.

Murray, KY 42071
Attention
Resources
Human
Manager
230 B Tyson Avenue
Suite 324
Parts TN 38242

to

Duties to include but

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Muer
Go(

LARGE
SELECTION
ttSIfl ARRILIANE
WARD ELKINS

Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
mensurate expel-[
1111311t
e9
ley
upgrade Get months 3
since. If you are a
FREE of HBO &
dynamic "outside the
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
Cinemax
boo
thinker, who
753-3633
Programming
starts at
thrives in a fast wed
$2999 per fro.. $5.00
environment, submit
BUYING
for local networks, Call
your resume to:
Junk cars. trucks and
Beasley Antenna &
pla recruiting0some- tractors 436-5235
Satellite for more into.
how:limn or mail to.
BUYING
old
US
Coln
759-0901
or toll free.
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive, collections. Paying 877-455-0901
Blue nook value. 293Murray KY 42071
Sleeper sofa, very
.999
clean $50 753-3317
CASH paid for Manufacturing
good, used guns
SNAPPER Hydro OHV
Manager. Full time

demonstrate eapertise
in protect management
as position will require

Steve Arent, Principal (270)247-4710
Seize the opportunity to make a difference In a young person's Mel

Ideal applicant will
have 10 years of progressive manufacturing experience preferred BS degree in a
technical field related
to
engineering
required. Competitive

ServicaSales
Repairs/Upgrades

(Part of the Kentucky Tech System)
Qualified applicant must have a Kentucky
Teacher Certificate on Business or a statement
of eligibility in Business This is a permanent

For Mora information, cell:

status reports.
Work in conjunction
with
Human
Resources,
Supervise and coordinate the formal and
informal progressive
training of subordinates.

Officer in setting manpower requirements
plant wide.

Spoilable Scoreboards
offers competitive benefits and wages com-

Duties / tildes:
•Sales by Telephone 8 *Commerce

conceptualizing
design, schedules, and

Knowledge of TS
16949 required.
Knowledge
of
OSHA/TOSHA regulations required.
Assist Chief Operating

FAX: 270-472-3606
EOE IINEID/1/
Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.

ments and/or modifica
ions in • sequence of
operations, equipmen
utilization and related
matters.
Monitor assigned operations to assure compliance with approved
methods and standards.
Handle project management activities for
existing and future
projects which includes

Moores Order

Viva

MC

Name
I St. Address
City
I State

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &
Times

Zip

Daytime Ph
I
i

First Come • First Serve

I
I

Please No Phone Calls

I

'

Mail this coupon with payment ter
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
.
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
•

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Thursday, April 3, 2008

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS AUCTION
Saturday, April 5•10:00 a.m.

641 North of Murray, KY
All fixtures, samples, racks, inventory to be sold. Inventory
includes carpet vinyl, hardwood, VCT tiles, glues, moldings,
carpet tools. Also fork lih with carpet pole, additional carpet
pole. forks & fork extensions, office equipment, desk, chairs,
table arid chairs(2 sets) copy machine, shredder, credit card
machine, filing cabinet, bookshelf, nice wall pictures, golf
clubs, DVD player, CD player holds 100 CD's, Yamaha Moto
4 225 CC 510 actual miles kept in garage - one owner. Many
other items not listed.
Not responsible for act:AM/Ma. Lunch available.
10% buyer premium added to final bid on everything.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
23,i

6 FAMILY YARD SALE
CORNER OF 64/ &
AlkiASIBIDILILTTIE IMLienrICINT
)
TOM TAYLOR RD.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Thursday Evening, April 17th - 7:00 P.M.
EVAN 'War:mare Merano Parm
7:00-3:00
245 Acres In 10 Tracts
2 TV's, 2 entertainment centers,
Naar Murray - Aurora - Hardin - Benton, KY
furniture, home decor, farm wagon,
At The Marshall - Calloway County Line
light fixtures, lots of clothes- men,
On Palestine Church Road - Lots Of Road Frontage!
From Murray, KY At The Jil Of Hwy 1141 North & The New Hwy 80 Four LIMO, Take
women, Jr's, formais, infant boy
Hwy 80 NE 10 Miles To Palestine Road, Turn Lell.Froceed NW 3.5 Miles Front
clothes, much more
Benton, KY she Hwy 641 South To The Hardin Community "Jci Of Hwy 402 & 641",
Take Hwy 402 East 5 5 Miles To Palestine Road. Turn Right. Proceed South 12
Mile From Aufors, KY 'Ken Lake Stale Park' Take Hwy BO West 1 3 Miles To Hwy
HUGE MOVING & OUT OF
402, Turn Left Proceed On West 3 Miles To Palestine Road, Turn Leh, Proceed
South 1/2 Mile Front HopkinevIlle-Cadiz Area, Take Hwy 66 West To Aurora Then
BUSINESS YARD SALE
F011Ow Above Directions To The Pr
r. I No Ellu er's Premium!!
81 MEGAN DRIVE
TURN RIGHT 0 JEHVOAH
WITNESS CHURCH ON BAILEY RD.
llfe- zat:11 s. Avid C.
DDfasititiewas.
3RD STREET CN LEFT.
GREAT MINI TRACTS • FANTASTIC NOMESITES
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Troofs Of If Aorso To 02 Aorans
7:00AM-7
Good Farmland - Soma Crook Bottom
Dt1,0,1tht:, Itheeln Attarinian-n-eriti. twintag All-weinAurn
Sr.:a tistilfriati n----0 Giaikiwili Land
I pots & pens kitchen stuft. clothes, dresser a minor,
Woodsland - Great Hunting
wicker furniture. chandeliers A other lighting Wares.
glass storm door, floor ties, yacurn dewier bedding.
Fences - Ponds - Pebble Crook
biters snit stuff from retail lot act
Buy Any Individual Teat, Combination Of Tracts Or The Entire Property,
1-1711% item We A Illiews Dopeelt11111131~ Pr TirmiL Salimes la SO saa
im.linclimr-BaniewiDamilwarsoganlasmillyi -manaminre
bra
rhos 41118.011810.• WITIFFW*8 IlWiiileill-Alli
Kim
..... 111111tamItiee
Nionasellie. IlLestallopew
Mem,L•dge.• limos ral
El 11111111400 Nortnamat at Tam
t III• FARM
raised

8

I g.
I

e

687 Rob Mason Road, Murray, Kentucky

Real Estate Auction

Prembroke
Welsch
Corgi,
Australian
Jack
Shepherd,
%melt Terriers, black
Toy Poodle. Wormed
and shots. Judy Turner
(6181499-1282,
(618)672-4778

AkgrJN [Obi,LIKSJ
fitegAIIPA

ThUiVian

AS011i

Spacious 3 bedroom, 3 bath brick home complete with
kitchen, dining room, laundry room, great room with fireplace. tiled patio with retractable awning, 2 car attached
garage with storage and a detached workshop, paved driveway, white vinyl fenced in backyard. Property located west
of Murray on Highway 783 between Highway 94 and 121.
Watch for auction signs.
Terms. Rea! Estate 15% down of purchase price day of auction with balance
Personal Property complete settlement day of auction

in 10 days with deed

For more infianuition and your auction needs control

Dan Miller Auctioneer add Associate 270-435-4144
Darrell Beane Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-4420
Terry D Paschall Broker add Auctioneer 270-7,67-9223

:41.41.4 nu., 41..1
,scrtte74,1,iai .1 7
timucsatrif 'f.lstb4td f
RFAL ESTATE.: 41- 175t1fig. li t. 3 Bedroom 2 Bath Brick Horne

.inesr ..n
.ferancsto *state

Featuring lama Room. Kitchen,!Any Room & Famib, Room. Other
Interior lectern, Include laminate Wood Flooring In the I Wily Room
& Kitchen & A Soothing Brick Cies lag Fireplace In Irie Famil, Room.
Notable Features Outside'Hu Home Includes A 2 car Attached Coirage,
(ancrele Drive & A Lounging Patio In the Backyard. All Of ill& it
Situated On A Nicely landscaped Martin Heig•Ils Subdis him los

I IV 11

FRIDAY, APRIL 4 - 5:00PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 5-10:00AM
•
BENTON AUCTION HOUSE
98 NORTH MAIN, BENTON KY 42025

;

;}ratan. April 4 - 5:00FM-- Furniture; Antiques: Collectibles:
Sterling & Gold Jewelry; Costume Jewelry; 200+Pcs. Black
Americana: Stoneware: Pottery; Quilts And Much More! This
Will Be A Full Sak-Sec Our Website For Pictures & Details.
;,iatardav. Anril 5 40:00All- 204 Guns Including 2 Model
• 1911 Colt 45s & A Marlin lever Action 410: 13uck & Goose
* ('ails: Vintage Fishing I quipment: Knives: Coins: Indian Artifacts: RR Items: Vintage Advenising Items Including Clocks, •
it Signs. Thermometers. Racks & More; Bluegrass & Keen Kul- it
ter fools; Military Collectihks Including Nati Flatware &
Other Items: Vintage BB Guns; Vintage Farm & Other Toys; it,
;:urniture Including A Bell Bottom Cabinet. Loom. Spinning
Wheel. Oak Washstand And More: Nice Power Chair: Old
Quilts; Stoneware. Pottery Including Roseville &
Fiesta:
. Beautiful Chandelier: Carnival Glass And Much Morel•
*
*
•
•
•

This NON Be A ruil Safe! No Buyer's Premium Absentee•Phone 11/da
Accepted Heated Facility With Concessions Available.
PICTURES•LISTING ON WEDIPSYR ktPDATIID DAILY

www.austinauctiorutandca.com

*
•
a
*
•

111*

ii,riii

-•

.
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dme • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU •20-50.
753-7668

(Inc and lwo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Asceptine Applications

tiOct

270-705-4859
WWW AU.
;T INAUCTIONSVRVICE.COM

THE MAYFIELD OPEN
(CONSIGNMENT AUCTION)
SAT. APRIL 12Th, AT 9:00 A.M. 2 BR, 2 BA.
Wahser/Dryer furAt The Falrgrounde
nished, cable & water
Housman St "Hwy 121N"
pd. $550 per mo 759Mayfield, Kentucky 1509 753-2225
Plaer In Ce7mia Spend The Day.,
II Only Happons 7 wicr a Year
100'5 OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS

AuersoN

kill',intlb Nap Ikea Assalsa-Ikr I AmIbm

TRACTORS ....ALL IMMESH
WACKHOES - DOZERS
TIM CM%
- VIM 1461111LIERIE
NAY ROMP-- LAWN GARDEN MIN,
PLANTING a. roiLLosain mouse
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY ORSCROMORll
INC YOUR EOUIPMENt TOME
r se t,J Firsr..a.v CSFI
akrarll 1 Ott, Ariel 1 11 it,
11:00 A.M. Until 6.00 P.M. Each Day
Plue No Maw flms, DAWN Peal 5581n, Pao Om Owl
Oroan Fiala Om INsinIks be*MO

.JAMES R. CASH
.,c '2-,' AUCTIONEER
CM.

270-623-846

Classifieds Office Open
7:33ai11 •5n Mon • Fri

R
jC

2-BR duplex apartment, C/H/A. W/D, furnished and lawn maInt
No pets, 1 yr lease
$450/rno+$350deposrt
Call
304B S 8th
(815)907-4955
2BR duplex. 2BA,
garage No pets 7537457 or 227-3054
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished Various loca-

hone Coleman

RE

753-9898
2BRA 3BR apartments
available Greet location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets 753-2905
EXTRA nice large. like
new 2BR. 2 Bath. ww
carpet, appliances,
almost new $595/mo
1410-B Harwood 7533018

For further &Au-mance with Fair

11als

rii
LOG CABIN
ONLY 608,900
Lake Access

W/FREE Boat 1111pe
Own the drawn! New
2128 at log cabin pkg
at spectecula 160.000
acre recreational lake!
Paved rd, u/g utile,
excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x.1766

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1730 Lowes Drive Murray. KS 42071
Immediately Available..
2 Bedroom - $434
.1 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - based on income
(S,
Section 8 vouchers accepted CI
on all apartments.
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer. Range.Driliwadier. &
Refrigerator Provided • All Dome • Carpet & Caen',
Tile • Colas! Hear & Au • Patio/Devk

Some restrictions apply

609 ELM ST.
SATURDAY
KEY MINI

7:00-?

t.ii50 SI HI 121S
Murray K 42071

Furniture.

270 '33-.1fib;

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
No,: renting
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
Store and
Lock presently has

3 8. 1 BR townhouses
$630-900 per month
No pets
Includes
washer dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
Included Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
364BR, 2BA available
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
C/1-1/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
Phone:
accessible.
492-8721
Mon
Thurs
I 0-12am TOO No
1 -800-648-6056 Equal
'lousing Opportunity

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Hoaxing
Opportunity
TOO e1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR. nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now no pets.
$260/mo 753-5980

Fee Ral
28R, IBA, house in
country. C/G/A. appliances. $500
mo
Coleman RE 753-9898

AND SUNDAY

WAREHOUSES

Locate,: a: - 2() S 4th St.

Call Joy for details 270-762-11144 or
:
70- 504-05,50, TTYP 800-045-6056

CHURCH YARD SALE
To be held at FabricI.
Emboafery•Midway
between Murray and
Hazel
4402 US Hay 641
South
April 4 a 5t1,
Fri. 5O0400
Sat. 500-200
Hotaishold Perna
clothes toys, furniture
shoes. children walker
arid *men

MOVING SALE

Offlce Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..e
3
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

MURRAY

AUC I ION

Onkel. 111/-.1161.11

Slane law. lOrd du,,i,,.,.is,,,
n the 'ale rantal or oditertlatnA
real canoe based on Imlore in
ahloton to thow.
mien lealetel law

N..'

. ;. ;,,,:;z:„.,774;;..,
ii:7;1;,,
, 1 t. . 7

*
*

11`.7 ST RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
i, P2471
NA( 131-4 Aus7IN. AUCTioNi-FIR.

NEW construction, just
finished. 141 Blissful
View, Saratoga II. Up
scale home 4-BR, 2
BA.(270)804-1655

tt. make an, awn prtter

.'4..., 51.5, h., 11,..11tor. I Inn i it sa4 ItatA
\MN I. I!,, I II, 11.1

4ii)A1 01 Ai Lio

*

M 081, MII.

aruo

11 i

;

Sod WSW Wit
Aboakdra
lb Ms Iftshost Bklisr.

flefN.140111.5.1
ruts. APIM PSI P.00/11
Jo.,PM
PM

'

I

'
iit!="8
,-Im
At-Tt
"
Anit rtrt::1
Nene
17034646, 11101

YARD SALE
3 MILES 121
SOUTH, TURN
LEFT ON
APPLEW000
ROAD. 1MILE
ON RIGHT.
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
8:00-1:00

units available
7532905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
sinside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe A clean
'We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

men's, women's
and childeren's
clothing.

CARPORTYYARD
SALE
641 NORTH TO
80E. 7 1/4 MILES
TO 464, TURN LEFT
ON 464. APPROX.
IMILE TO STOP
SIGN. HOUSE ON
LEFT.
SATURDAY
APRIL 5Th
7AN-7
RAIN ON SHINE,

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905, 293
1481

iNalarlAese

•All Sin Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

AKC Boxer puppies,
Fawns. Brindles.
Whites (27)354-6337
DACHSHUND
AND
Miniature Doberman
puppies. 6-wks. old,
150. 4741722
DOG Obedience
436-2858

TOBACCO ground
approx 10 5 acres,
highly productive land,
water available close
by (270)489-2118

Toy Poodles (270)4892761. (270)519-4471

$83.000 Olive Hamlet
Rd., Hardin. 2BR.
IBA, beautiful country
setting, place for hors
as, newly remodeled
View pictures on forsalebyowner com Call
(2700)06-6923
-OWNER FINANCE"
No credit check, private 3beid. 2bath home
in secluded area near
lake Recently retrOdeled including paint.
updated electncal
plumbing.
127
Tearose, Hamlin, KY.
$4,900 Down. $595
mo. Call Ruth 7532222
2 BR 1 BA home in
county $.5C 000- 761-

NEWLY
renovated
3BR, large den- could
be 4th BR. 2BA. bnck
ranch. living/dinning
room, stainless steel
kitchen
appliances.
new beautiful hardfloors,
new
wood
Italian tile bath, new
C/11/A, freshly painted
walls, beautiful crown
molding, 2064 sq ft.,
fruit orchard, grape
arbor, garden area on
app. 3 acres, 4rni
north
Calloway.
$142,000. 753-1140,
293-3750.
NICE, clean, 3 BR, 2
BA, country house.
Large trees dlini west
of
Lynn
Grove.
553,000. 382-2197,
970-0556

PRICED below
appraleall New
3br/2be home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II Call
1.949 689 5998
REDUCED'
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248,500 00
753-2905 or 293-8595

2006, 250 Yamaha Dirt
Bike, $3,400
7537192 2932618.
2005 Electric Glide
Classic, Silver, 1.300
miles. $20.000. 2931231

Awe Pet

4289

USED TIRES
to Spare!
BR, 2 5 BA
home on I acres
1800 Sn H with
new hardwood floors,
Lao,appliances
Hone farm potential
S159,00000
www creativepropetty!al yen rum
Call

BR. 3 BA. 2200 sq ft..
brick
home
In
C•nterbury
Subdivision $188,000293-8210 leave message
3-bedroom, 1 -bath,
1200/Sq-ft Brick home
1-1/4 acres,
CHA,
Large
Fenced
Backyard,
Patio
$82.500
615-8047444

14 15 tli etch
'atiirting Si 520
mounted,
'

Call 753.5606
'MU Vankles
02 Chevy 271 Quad
Cab 147K $8,400
00 Ford Lanet Quad
Cab $8,499
02 Rendezous $8.450
05 Equinox $9,789
02 Blazer $5.199
02 Grand Pro GT
$6.899
04 Tauras $5.999
00
Montana
Van
$5.299
CAK (2701705-5973
anytime.
www.ckmotorsky.corn
1999 FordExplorer
Sport- 2 door, 4WD,
127kmi good condition Also LWB truck
topper Call (270)4355441
rogrits,
127012931575 days

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, April 4th • 3 - 6pm.

Need to sell
your house?
Call Ail we will be
glad in help.
Marrs, I edger & Times

753.34153 I

Perak

2 BR. I BA- lit City
$35,000- 781-4558

1

MON BEACH
MINI•STORAGI

1111111/

1270)

COMMERCIAL ware
house space available
for rentilease Apps
16,000 sq If. 3 loading
docks. 2 over head
ground level doors
Contact
Robert
(2;0)761-6812

ft.F-H

57 acres on both sifts
of Brooks Chapel Rd.
WIS sale in tracts, foe
more into, Call 270293-3382.

761466

HOUSE
MOVING YARD
SALE
715 RIVER RD
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
7-4PM
Lots of good
stuff

1st \II IIIs
I il I II
I

fleudoln. Ati Natic•
Ail n•al mg... other...al Nereli
a -tot,/ I to Ihr Federal ral
Aucrot Act
inaltei
Hegel
edit.... a, rt..i.r

• -IrrJ=t_

i
...„ .
-4 "E(.1,..re -,,,,
"Heiasiteta

I

abiliZI:1;trd
arit
„astable on an eithal opporA
beth

11117•1

.
!DICTION
NEI ft Ohl
. soa MI

Nitl 0 TM
„

'

House 205 N 8t6 Si,
Needs
repairs
(2701559-4010

Ww will knowingly a4orp, any
adyernsins
mat eib.le veNch
S riot in violation lit the law All

1.017ATION: 1812 Mockingbird lane. Murray. KY- From
12th & Main Take Ilw) 441 Nisilll lit Spring t nfel. Oaks Turn KWH Mir i
Suhdis coon. Go To Mockineford La & Toni Let 1 Priced to Rome
From Murray State Campus. Take South ifsh Si. r Wisweil Rd ii"
Slum" Chapel Rd. Proceed iii Auction Sir, S ns Posted!,
1, ..
....",

E(11

BY Owner- Brick 3BR,
284, new paint, carpet, full walkout basement. CM/A, new well
porno, storm windows
2 car garage, deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees. Charhe Maier
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 641 North.
$87,500. (270)7537549 or (588)7846477

10

.JAL NIES I.
- GASH
2.:" AUCTIONEER 5 RE Al f.c, TATE'
flElnkER
KY 2 Ill ti2.1 8,166
It
'IC
". -FANCYi / FARM
Ilb I
,t • ,/ f r '
,
- .

Real Estate and Personal
Property Estate Auction
April 12, 2008•10 a.m.

Mu

tigilifi‘4_z;i1AYit=eti1AY1l
ram

Joe Smith Carpet
Final Liquidation Sale

Licensed & 1307idct1 in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firtil
My Sei rico llorsn t Cost It Pr11,5

Murray Ledger at Times

270-783-1916

Cornerstone Really and Rental will he hostin
an open house at Lot 13 Jackson Acres locate
on Shropshire Drive off of Locust Grove
Church Road in Murray, Kentucky. Come an
see this beautiful new construction home!

1

Se Times

Munn Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

NI..

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Brick 38R,
lint, cartout base
new well
I windows
i, deck 1
th mature
*Miller
I from
41 North
t0)753
5)764.
N 6th St
repairs
10.

1
II

I

General Contracting

'tor, II
ir
rs. I l \i I I

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790

II

°Prawn

2374071
COMet,tt Fi
problems, call Fred 4362334

Cell: 270-978-1007

Construction
loonng *Decks
*Vinyl siding •Ali
Honie Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensedensureo
nadeauLonstruction net

GINGLES
GRASS CO.
*New Lawn Construction
•Illado Work
ge.)
.
efortilking
•Ovorsoodino
4464444i,
*Aeration

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding. roofs.
decks
193-5438

4

We oar lawisaps melilesnes, wuwOCenteeritite

270-293-9716

FREE

Illay*Mks

54. 1,,p1p.tet,

1999 Jeep 4x4, Grand
Cherokee
limited
$7,200.
(270)759
1987
ictIon luta
1 Blissful
pa II Up
4-BR, 2
-1655

3 BR, 2
r house
4ini west
Grove
182-2197,

Cars

153-350411
McKinney.
itas. Se
1184) N. 5•
NEED A VEHICLE?

Three
bath with
ie. water.
th trees.
I, floating
concrete
ramp
Call
793-8595

I),

24 mum mama
Res . Com , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All iota - big or small

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Cornplete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work.

GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

II

RES
5606
Males

'1 Quad
100
st Quad

$8,450
,789
99
Mx GT

199
Van
s

05-5973
ky corn

Explorer
r, 4WD,
I condi13 truck
!70)435
nights.
days

rn.

hostin
locate
Grose;
line an

\II',
" %\ \".t
•••, e
\

• weekly & speclid pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293.2783

293.2784

A 1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured 4373044

11,111111i011
midi.

Cadillac Sedan Deville.
Pearl, 51,000 miles
$10,500. one owner
(270)752-6217
cell,
(270) 767.9182..
1991 Mercedes 190E
needs transmission.
$600 obo. 435-4777,
293-4304

MUST sell immediately
due to lob loss 2006
black
Ford F-150.
4WD, loaded, low
miles,
take
Over,
$3,300 pay off Call
Brian now 293-4440.
2003 Dodge OuiRi
Cab, 6bed. 2WD.
automatic, PUPW/TP
46,000 miles $13.200
one owner. (270)7526217 cell. (270)7679182
a Motors

cGild
a, 1,300
)0. 293-

I

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
or, Murray 436-2867

Si. RI I 21N.
753 8087

i01

ALL Carpentry, remodeling, additions, sunrooms, decks, mobile
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors Larry
Nimmo 227-0587 7530353

JOBS

'1,1

\,̀1'11 \l I
Iti ,os
\ lilt
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Silvered() Jet Boat. 20
Chevrolei
ft.
454
engine, blue, yellow
and orange flames
$3,000
293-1231
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""wkil1. 491m/90M, K.
eerie WI%A
crAyampfern•
tem .iten.Miri
731 1816 227 1111,11
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270-753,2279
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup. shrubs, hush hogging, tilling mulch.
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6.00 (270)4365277

I tri
•t"r•J

YOUR Al)
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
I ALL 751-1916

\ IJ II II
I

\l\

SIll

•Ipleybg MINN&
Debdolloro -MAW
• FertIlbbig

_271k, 437-4407

*ZI & ektO( Repol

70)783-1499
-169114
CALHOON'S
Lawn
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(170)437-4774
(2701293-0161

PARKSI
S

als and tracks I •
aveitabli
12701910.1116

AM
around
house
washing Houses, concrete, brick, vinyl.
decks and fences and
more

2002, 1500 Dodge
Ram Truck, dark gray,
11,000mi, like new.
Schwtnn
$10,500.
Bicycle, $150 7530089.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

10-

LAWN Mowtooe
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156
270293-0034

11.0d6ocu,

‘1,1/111119

.I \1\
nrahmilielf
mown&
Isalimpe
Illest_ pion.
(270)293-6872
(270)293-6835

•Electronica Trainees
Job openings with
*DIVORCE without
exceptional salary and
Chodren $85
benefits package Paid
DIVORCE with Children
training tot high school
$95 With FREE name
grads up to age 34
change documents
Must pass physical US
(wife only) and marital
citizens only 1-800settlement agreement
282-1384
Fast, easy and prolesWOO
Cali i-886-789e-tome-Based Internet
0198
business. Flexible
hours Earn $500*Reach over 1 million
$1000/month PT,
readers with one call'
$2,000-S5000. F7.
Contact the classified
Start while keeping
department of this
your current lob. FREE
newspaper or call KPS
details, wsvw k348 coin
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about •Part-time/ Full-time
placing a 25-word clas- National Company
sified in 70 newspapers needs honest, dependfor only $250.
able local person to
restock company
BOATING
established Retail/
Commercial accounts
New House Boat arid
with Name Brand
Covered Slips for rentSpecial pricing. Mitchell Candy, snack, drink
products
Up to $600
Creek Marina- Dale
for 4-6 hrsiwk. Fuil
Hollow Lake, Tn 866533-1842 WWW.mitchell- time, up to 555-60.000
annually. Minimum
creekmanna.com
$8900 Investment
EQUIPMENT
required Guaranteed
FOR SALE
annual income Good
Credit/ Financing avail*SAWMILLS FROM
able 1-800.4634678
ONt.Y $2.990.00-Convert your LOGS TO
VALUABLE LUMBER
with your own Nonvood
portable band sawmill.
Lug skidders also available. weew.norwoodsawmills.com/300N FREE information. 1800-578-1363-Ext.300-

FINANCIAL
*IRS Troubles77? Get
the IRS off your back
We can help—fearer
teedl Former IRS
Agents 1-800-4270790 Minch and
Associates Our clients
never meet with the
IRS,

Construction
Leadmen Supervising
crews involven ri
restaurant, commercial,
and iodustrial construction and repair Must be
able to read and interpret bluepnnts and construction specifications
Must have a valid driver
license. Must reside
within 70-mile radius of
Louisville, KY Previous
experience a must. Full
benefits package, cornpetreve salary ',AVM,. ken.
eyconstruction com
clharpOkelleyconstruchon.corn Phone 502479-6539 Fax 502-239
6820 Kelley
Construction, Inc. EOE

*Project Manager:
Pian, organize, bid,
direct construction for
large commercial protects Knowledge of
construction drafting.
structural design. stale
and local building
codes. Strong computer skills Timberline,
MS Protect. MS Office,
Auto-Cad Previous
construction protect
management experience Must be organized arid motivated
Full benefits package.
competitive salary
W*W4 kelleyconstnxhon.corn ctharoCkeileyconstruction com
Phone 502-4794639
Fax 502-239-81120
Kelley Construction,
inc EOE
*Sullivan University
(Lexington) seeks a
full-time Administrative
Assistant in the
Academic Services
Office Requires
Associate Degree, one
year experience, excellert communication
skills and multi-tasking
ability. This is an
evening/weekend position with every other
weekend oft No
Sundays Up to 40
hours per week. Send
resume to
menkins U Sullivan edu
or HR. 2355
Harrodsburg Rd.

METAL ROOTS

Handyman Services
All remodeling.
No (sib too
Free estimates

(731)247-3001
3-3511

YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562 227-0267

ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

TROYER'S
Construction,
Polo
barns, shingles, mete
roofing. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Tree
call.
436-

I Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

270753-1927

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Lexington, KY 40504
EOE

280-5836 AMERICAN
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
TRAINING

-Want to be a Journalist? If you want to work
in the fascinating arid
fettling field of print
foumalism. we can
help. The Kentucky
Press Association is
offering a one-week
Journalism t3oot Camp,
July 7-11. in Frankfort
Training is excellent for
entry-level newspaper
reporters, reporters-lobe or free-lancers. The
cost is $100 for oneweek of pnnt Journalism training.
Participants can commute or will find affordable lodging nearby
For more information.
90 10
sinvw.kypress.com or
call the Kentucky Press
Association at
(502)223-8821

LIVESTOCK/LiVESTOCK FOR SALE
*Cattlemen. tired of
high feed and fertilizer
prices? Keeney Angus
offers a solution with
!ow ,nput, grass at
dare genetics. Annual
Bull & seder sale Apnl
5. 2008 at Nancy, KY.
Call 606-636-6500 for
information.
MEDICAL
*Absolutely no cost to
you!! All Brand New
Power Wheelchairs,
hospital beds and
scooters. Immediate
delivery. Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to qualify
NOTICES
•Your Foreclosure may
not be your fault. We
turn the tables on
Predatory Lenders. Cali
Michelle for a Free
Audit! 859-608-1238

HOMES FOR SALE
'Daniel Boone Log
Home Auction.
Louisville, KY Sun
April 20th. 26 New Log
Home Packages to be
auctioned. Take delivery up to one year.
Package includes subfloor, logs, windows.
doors, rafters, roofing.
etc Call 1-800-7669474
INSTRUCTIONAL
*Airlines Are HinngTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Censer. FAA approved
program Financial aid
if qualified Job placement assistance. Call
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387
'Attend College Online
from home 'Medical.
'Business. •naralegal.
'Computers. 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistwice. Computer
available. Finricial Aid
if qualified. Call 866658 2121
AVM, onlinerictewaterTe
ch.corn
*Can YOU Dig It? Heavy
Equipment School 3vek
training program
Backhoes. Bulldozers.
Tracknoes, Local lob
placement asst Start
digging dirt NOW TollFree 866-362-6497
*HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING Train NOW for
Spnng Hiring!
Assistance with Job
Placement. ASK about
State Training Dollars.
www amhet.com 1-866-

REAL ESTATE

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•Ann Drivers HOME
WEEKENDS! GET
PAID 404 PER MILE,
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
COL-A & 6 mo. flatbed
exp. reg'd. W.V.T 800246-6305 www \virtu°
line con,
4319 Trucks = BIG
BUCKS! OTR/
Regional/ Local ClassA CDL Training. Delta
Career Academy. Better
Business BureauAccredited, Mt. Sterling,
KY 800-883-0171
•CDL TRAINING Preapproval for financing,
employment applications and enrollment in
as Wile as 60 Miran:is
Choose from over 20
Carriers Excellent
Benefits-- Health.
Dente & 401K
vivo*/ fated, corn 1-866
244-3644 TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
•CDL-A Drivers, Teams
& Solos Needed
Immediately! Great Pay
& Benefits! Six months
asp needed Gainey
Transport Services
800-431-223.3 ext
1343

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day Token Ham 5-Dynamic. 4Positive. 3-Average, 2-So-so, 1 Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprI1 19)
**** Teke your time and let a

On Bonus 35-42 cpm
Earn over $1000 week
ly Excellent benefits
Need CDL-A and 3 mos
recent OTR 800-5358669
*Drivers- CDI-A The
grass is greener at
PTL. Students
Welcome- Excellent
training program Co
Drivers earn up to 46
CPM. Owner Operators
cam 1.21 CPM 22 yrs
of age, 12 mos OTR.
No forced Northease
Co. Drivers call 800848-0405, 0. Operators
t;e11: 877-774-3533
YAW ptl-inc.com
*Drivers- Great home
time & Pay' Company
or lease purchase
Health, vision & Dental..
Direct Deposit COLerk
and 3 mos. experience
req'd. 800-441-4271
ext. KY-100
*Drivers- Immediate
openings for Regional
& OTR drivers! CDL-A
vs/tanker req'd.
Premium pay & bonefrts. Call 877-484-3061
or visit us al nww.oakleytranspoil corn

*LOC CABIN only
$69.900. Lake Access
*Drivers- Owner
with FREE Boat Slips
Operators' New lease
Own the dream' New
to Own program 92
2,120 sl log cabin packCPM. Fuel Surcharge
age at spectacular
•CLASS-A & AR DRIPaid, All miles CDL-A
160,000 acre recreVERS Immediate openReg d. Call (866)804ational lakel Paved
ings Local, Regional &
or visit,
2065
road Leg utilities, excel- OTR for Louisville, KY
www.transportamerica.c
lent financing Call now
area 502-452-1096
orn
1-800-704-3154, x1758 (2yrs recent sap reel)
www abdnvers com
*Flatbed DriversSPORTING/SPORTCompetitive Pay &
ING GOODS
*Driver- $511 Sign-On
Bonuses. Consistent
bonus ice experienced
home time, great 4Sedie*CHERRY BLOSSOM
Teams. Dry Van &
GOLF/COUNTRY
Pte. Accepting recent
Temp Control. Solo
grads 23 YO, 1 yr OTR,
CLUB. Georgetown
Lanes also available.
CDL -A Smithway
Voted et public access
0/0s & CDL A Grads
Motor Xprass. 888-619golf course by
welcome Call
7607 *eery. smec.com
GolfWeek Magazine.
Covenant (866)684Join us for your next
2519. EOE.
*Want home weekly
rouncl or outing. Call
with more pay'? Run
502-570-9049.
•Orives- Home
Hoartiand's Ohio •
Weekends, Co. Dnvers
Regional! $ 45/rtille
TRAVEL
Up to 42 corn 0/0.90
company drivers, 5142
Lbrn eFSC 1 year TI'
43ESTIN. FORT WALfor Operators! 12
experience. Good
TON BEACH. SOUTH
months OTR required.
MVFL Saadi work hisWALTON, PANAMA
Heartland Express 1tory req. Epee
CITY & PORT ST JOE
800-441-4953
Transport (1188)849FLORIDA Best selecwww.heartlandex1011 wevwepostranstion of beach cottages.
press com
port corn
homes & condos. On
line Reservations
*Driver- Knight
VAVVI.SouthemResorts
Transportationom 600 737 2322
Indianap011t, IN. FULL
TIME
OTR. Part Time &
*Panama City Beach
Casual. '06-08 Volvo s
Sandpiper-Beacon
'Medi Vision/ Dental/
Beach Resod. Front
$59- Free Night Special 401K •Shis Sea & W/E
positrons available 4
lends 5723/08) Indoor/
months OTR required
Outdoor heated pools,
888-346-4639 Owner
slides. We bar. nvemde
EDGER
Ops
300-437-5907
800-4888828
www knighttrans corn
vesinv sarelpiperbeacon corr
*Dryers ASAP' Sign-

The
first
place
to
start..

si_KS
Ti

753-1916

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
April 4, 2008:
You might want to approach situations from a different point of
view this year, especially in the
professional realm Get as much
feedback as possible Do needed footwork What occurs might
be intense and extreme, yet you
will be lucky Your efforts make a
Syslems
'Veiyie;aaea
difference Much of what goes
si,ke•Che55eateiciie...1
on is behind the scenes These
"4-46115/1;22747:le activities, processes and analyses might be most private, and
MOWING and trimyou might not choose to share
ming. reliable, ached•
Your confidence goes to a very
uled. Steven 767-9178
select few If you are single, pick
MULCH. double grade and choose your battles knowing
We deliver
what you want You also could
,270 ;19-0442
feel as if someone might not be
revea!ing the whole truth about
EMT MOWING(
who he or she is. If you are
'Moro Owilty
attached,
the two o1 you might
Uprisen atortneed more quiet, close, shanng
40•111•1111•way
•Iswit Ikitenso
times together. PISCES reads
•Ilonsed & 1111111.41
you cold. Don't even think subterfuge.

NEIL)HELP/
CAT-1-1Y'S Wallpapering.
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

11.111d111/11Sh al 1

1
Mowing
Lawn
Lowest prices
mulct,, other
services also
227-8658 Cell

4

I i.or I

ATV.

nem DM
0. 753-

1,1.

270-293-5624

Since 1986

753-9562
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Hill Electric

VERTICAL
VINYL/
Siding installed 7539440

WILL
clear,
houses/offices
Very
reasonable Have referencee 753-0649

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

tiktitaull

I

*novided
len- could
IBA, brick
1g/dinning
ass steel
)pliances,
rut hard*, new
iath, new
ly painted
lul crown
14 sq ft.,
d, grape
area on
cos, 4mi
Calloway.
r53-,140,
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laapiellse Blear
situation evolve The unexpected occurs when you least expect
a Think before you take aetion.
and you might be more content
ultimately.
New
beginnings
become possible
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Friends push you forward and impact your life. You
have
a
new
possibility
Investigate and think more carefully about what is happening
Someone supports you in a new
way Listen to news with a bit of
cynicism
GEMINI(May 21-June 205
**** Take charge and move
forward Knew what needs to
happen Investigate and get to
the bottom of a problem
Understanding evolves to a new
level. A partner pushes you to
assume responsibility
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Someone might be acting tough. Recognize what is
happening and then take the
high road. Don't play this person's game. Get to the bottom of
a problem by not playing.
Someone w:II make an effort to
pull you back in Say no.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** A confrontation might point
to your innate rigidity, whether

you like it or not. Invesegate with
art eye to positive change
Carefully think about the possibilities ahead. Pressure builds
Listen to someone with new suggestions
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Intensity and perhaps a
need to dominate emerge when
involved with children, creativity
and
possibly
a
budding
romance If you allow someone
to keep pushing in the fashion he
or she currently is, you could
become even more difficult
LIBRA (Sept 23-00. 22)
**** Imagination is helpful
when dealing with a work-relsead
matter Your manner of handling
a problem could change substantially. Tap into your creativity
as you move forward. Examine
the possibilities rather than close
down, which might be easier
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
et your creativity
flourish, and add more fun and
dynamic possibilities if you want
to move in a new direction
Investigate rather than close
yourself off Let your imagination
find the cork in the dam.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Invigorate your finances

by trying a different or a more
dynamic approach. If you want
to sae life through renewed
eyes, creativity brings forth new
possibilities. Excesses also
become possible.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**• Your challenges could be
very difficult or hard for others to
understand. Speak your mind
without trying to create a barrier.
Listen to what others share. It is
quite possible you don't have the
only point of view
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fob. 18)
*** You are changing, perhaps far more than you realize
That little voice in your head is
involved in this transformation
Try not to integrate the changing
you Into your actions and life WO
quick. First get to know yourtelf
once more
PISCES(Feb. 19-klarch 20)
**** Your ability to respond to
vast change remains positive.
Know what it is you want.
Creativity spins out when you
deal with friends If you think
there is no choice. you are
wrong
BORN TODAY
Actor Robert Downey Jr (1965)
actor Anthony Perkins (1932)

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Faint • Life • Long Term Core • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway COtirl',, Farm RI.'
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broklagBack
10 years ago

40 years ago

linstin Adams of Murray High
School and Gary Shields of Calloway County High School have
been presented scholarships to
Meth! the Continuing Education Art
tVorkshop at Murray State Urnamity June 7-12 by the Creative
Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Published is a picture of Barry
Thomas of Thomas Environmental Nails & Anchors going into a
wall of plastic as crews begin
renovation of the Murray Fire
Department's living quarters. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Pam
Shay of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
and Amos McCarty, volunteer,
looking over some of the 164 new
members of the local chamber
Who toinea during the chamber's
membership drive. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Scott Wilson.
Births reported include a girl
to Debbie and Kerry Wiggins,
March 30, a boy to Opal and
Teddy Wade and a girl to Pa41111
and Carl Ragsdale. March 31.

30 years ago
Gov. Julian Carroll, Kentucky's
first governor from the Jackson Purchase, will be the speaker at the
annual banquet of the Murray State
Oniversity Alumni Association on
April 29 at the MSU Student Center. He will be introduced by Sen.
Pat McCuiston of Pembroke, a
native of Calloway County
Champions of the Magic Tri
Bowling League at Corvette Lanes
for the year were Sondra Rice,
Lula Dell Roberts, Decie Scree
and Bonnie Mohundm of the Denalson-Hunt Team.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Atkins will
be married for 50 years April 10.

The Calloway County Board
of Education voted unanimously
to ask the Kentucky Department
of Education for a school survey
pertaining to the educational needs
of the Calloway County School
System.
Published is a picture of II Murray High School students with
their French teacher, Lucille Austin.
who will spend six weeks this
summer in Europe on a study
travel tour, directed y Alliance for
Foreign Study.
Pfc. Gary Wilkinson is serving with Bic 19fral Light Infantry
Brigade of the United States Army
in Vietnam.
50 years ago
Nine students from Murray
Training School have been selected to perfortn with the Kentucky
All-State Orchestra in Louisville
Apra o• tI •rhey are Intin fly.
nail, Michael McCasey, Anita
McDougal. Ralph Oliver, Ronnie
Moubray, Virginia Robertson,
David Colley, Jerry Adams and Carolyn Wood.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert J. Newberry, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Swift
and a boy t, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Stone.
60 years ago
Rev. Robert Jarman, vice-president of the Murray Rotary Club,
gave a report on the Rotary District Conference held at Henderson at a meeting of the club at
the Murray Wonian's Club house.
Also attending the conference were
Guy Billington, C.0 Bondurant
and Grover W. lames.
Mrs. Carnie Hendon presented
a program on "if You Could Have
Just 12 Roses" at a meeting of
the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

COMICS / FEATURES
Daughter lauds mom's efforts
to integrate multiple selves
DEAR ABBY: I was offended by your response to "True
Love Texan" (Jan. 181 when
he asked about loving a woman
with multiple personality disorder. MPD is also known as
Dissociative Identity Disorder.
Individuals with DID have survived severe
childhood
abuse. The
way
they
coped was to
split into different personalities.
DID can be
treated
Dear Abby through
intense psyChirthCrapy.
By Aolataa
which
Van Buren
attempts to
integrate the personalities into
one.
A loving relationship IS possible with people who have DID.
My mother is an example. She
has DID due to extreme childhood ritual and sexual abuse.
She's the most amazing and
resilient woman 1 have ever
known, and I am proud to be
her daughter. My father has
been married to her for 35
years and has supported her
unconditionally. It can work!
Please educate your readers
and provide some useful information about the courageous
people who live with DID. -PROUD OF MOM IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR PROUD OF MOM:
I received a slew of mail about
this. My response to "True Love
Texan" was not meant to min-

Todayhdllstery
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 3,
the 94th day of 2008. There are
272 days left in the year.
loday's Highlight in History:
On April 3, 1968, the day
before he was assassinated in Memphis, Tenn., the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. delivered his famous
"mountaintop" speech to a rally
of striking sanitation workers.

On this date:
In 1783, author Washington
Irving was born in New York.
f% 13 Y 131

t

In 1860, the legendary Pony
Express began service between St.
Joseph, Mo , and Sacramento,
Calif.
In 1865, Union forces occupied the Confederate capital of
Richmond, Va.
In 1882, outlaw Jesse James was
shot to death in St. Joseph, Mo.,
by Robert Ford. a inember of
James' gang.
In 1936, Bruno Hauptmann was
electrocuted in Trenton, N.J., for
the kidnap-murder of the Lindbergh

child.
In 1948, President Truman
signed into law the Marshall Plan.
designed to help European allies
rebuild after World War 11 and resist
Communism.
In 1968. North Vietnam agreed
to meet with U.S representatives
to set up preliminary peace talks.
In 1974, deadly tornadoes struck
wide parts of the South and Midwest before lumping across the
border into Canada, more than
300 fatalities resulted.

'2

Murray Ledger & Times

Mystery blood loss
could be fatal

irruze the seriousness of DisDEAR DR. GOTT: I am answer because you don't give
your age, gender, current medsociative Identity Disorder. This
told I run losing blood all the
man must understand what is
time, but my doctors don't know ications, etc. Do you have a
involved before he makes a
from where. I have had sever- family history of bleeding probal colon and throat studies and lems/ Have you seen a hemalifelong commitment.
all types of blood work. On four tologist (blood specialist)? Are
The following responses offer
separate occasions, I have had you taking Coumadin (warfarin),
personal insights meant to supveins in my aspirin or other anticoagulant
port him as well as provide
throat band- agents for your stroke'? What is
information about this sensied. I usually the cause of your liver scarring?
tive topic. Read on:
have three When did the bleeding start?
DEAR ABBY: Telling that
veins done at How long have your stools been
Texan to be certain that he
a time, but loose and black (a sign of interloves every one of the multionce I had nal bleeding)? These are all vital
ple personalities may not be posfive banded questions that need answers in
sible. However, it is possible
order for a physician to make
at once.
to have a successful marriage
I
have a proper diagnosis.
with a person who has DID.
Since your primary-care physiMy husband and I will celDr. Gott received
blood on sev- cian and gastroenterologist can't
ebrate our 20th anniversary this
occa- seem to find anything wrong,
eral
summer, and he is a multiple.
By
sions Once I perhaps a visit to a new gasV.'e kroe
st our of his
Ur. V'6161 GOB
got 3 pints, troenterologist or, better still, a
personalities when we began
the next was 5 pints and just hematologist is in order. The
dating, but others have surlast month i received 2 more specialist can order blood-clotfaced as the years went on. It
ting tests and more to determine
pints of blood.
has not been easy, and I have
I have no energy. I have very whether you have a bleeding
had to deal with different folks
loose, black stools and have very tendency, such as hemophilia. A
coming out at awkward times.
painful stomachaches all the nine. new gastroenterologist will probBut as my husband said, "Your
I have been tossed back and
ably order a set of tests includlife will never be boring if you
forth between my primary care ing an endoscopy to examine your
marry me," and he was right.
physician
and
my
gastroenterolesophagus,
stomach and upper
WIFE TO ONE OF MANY
ogist. Neither seems to know what portions of your intestines; a
IN VANCOUVER, WASH.
is going on so sends me to the colonoscopy to examine the
DEAR ABBY: I know from
other.
remainder of your intestines; a
firsthand experiences that all
I need some answers. I am CT scan or MRI to visualize
the love, devotion and loyalty
tired of feeling this way and won), your blood vessels; etc.
may never be enough when dealthat it may be something seriThe specialist you see first
ing with a person with DID.
ous. Do you have suggestions'? is up to you, but don't delay.
Instead of being a partner,
My medical history includes If one cannot help you, check
spouse or equal, 1 became my
a stroke, Bell's palsy, a scarred with the other. If both fail, it
wife's caregiver, peacemaker
liver and a fall that I was hos- may be time to move on to the
and sometimes a target.
pitalized for because I was throw- superspecialists in a teaching
Nothing was ever easy, I
ing up blood.
hospital or a facility such as the
could not depend on anything
DEAR READER: You appear Mayo Clinic or the Cleveland
going smoothly or without incito have a seneus ailment that Clinic. Do not delay in getting
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West could ruff the queen of
Texan" is on board with the
magic rule to govern this situatiisn
spades or rot, as he saw fit. If he
the decision depends on the particutrumped, dummy would of worse
counseling, there is no reason
lar circumstances of that deal.
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productive life together He
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South would lose only a heart, a club
needs to understand the abuse
led a spade. and Souili had the option
and the spade that West ruffed.
issues and be patient and genof winning in either hand. His possiAad If West cline Instead not to
bk losers were a spade, a club and
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tle. Many people with MPG
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king
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marked by the bidding with the ace and a club.
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56 Went first
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8 Plain
9 Chi follower
10 Auction signal
11 Tarzan really
18 Fay (hyph )
20 Scale note

23 Wrestler's
coup
25 Curved lone
26 born
27 Freud,
to himself
28 Vampire —
29 Textile colorer
30 Moray
31 Sourness
32 On behalf of
33 Chancy
35 South Seas
wear
37 Md neighbor
38 Refuse to
commit
39 Craggy abode
40 Riveted
41 Horace's
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THAT KID OVER THERE'lIE
WON ALL MY MAR/LES!!
HE NEVER TOW ME WE
WERE PLAYING FOR *KEEPS"!

WRY DON'T YOU SNEAK
UP BEHIND HIM, AND HIT
HIM WITH A STICK?

poetry
43 Orchid-like
Sower
45 " cost you!"
46 Refrain syllables
47 Set a price
49 Pull hard

